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1 Introduction 

Since the end of the Second World War, Europe has changed from a continent of emigration 

to the New World into an area of immigration. Decolonization, the need for guest workers, 

world wide wars and political suppression, and the fall of the Iron Curtain have led to big 

waves of migration both towards as within Europe (Muus, 2001). This transformation has 

influenced the composition of the population of most European countries in an irreversible 

way: they have changed from ethnically homogeneous into ethnically diverse, multicultural 

societies. 

This new situation has given rise to a lot of new topics of social scientific research: from the 

reasons for people’s voting behaviour on anti-immigrant parties to the determinants for 

successful social, economic and cultural integration of immigrants. However, one of the most 

researched topics is intolerance towards immigrants among natives.1  

Empirical evidence shows that characteristics which determine intolerance can be found on 

the micro- as well as on the macro-level. On the micro-level, much support has been found for 

determinants like education, socio-economic status and age (Strabac and Listaug, 2008), 

while on the macro-level, for instance, a country’s economic or political situation are 

important factors (Quillian, 1995).  

Yet, a major gap in the existing research is the almost total absence of the link with the 

Holocaust. While in some studies the importance of other historical events as a possible factor 

on the macro-level has been suggested and tested (see Sheridan and Gillet (2005) for the 

impact of respectively September 11 on people’s attitudes towards Muslims in the UK or 

McInthosh et al. (1995) for the historical explanations of ethnic intolerance in Bulgaria and 

Romania), the influence of the extermination of the Jews is seldom mentioned. This is 

surprising, because the Holocaust is often named to be one of the most important events of the 

20th century. That’s why it should be adopted in an analysis about the effect of historical 

events on people’s attitudes towards immigrants. 

The aim of this Bachelor thesis is to fill up the available gap. Therefore, the research 

question will be: What is the relation between the Holocaust and European people’s attitudes 

towards immigrants? 

To answer this question, I come up with a theory that posits, in short, that the Holocaust has 

led to huge feelings of collective guilt in all countries where Jews were dehumanized and 

                                                 
1 In this Bachelor thesis the concept ‘intolerance towards immigrants’ is interpreted as broadly as possible. This 
means that, for example, to mind having immigrants as neighbours or colleagues as well as being against equal 
citizenship rights for natives and immigrants will be understood as intolerant attitudes. 
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transported to concentration camps. Hence, inhabitants of these countries have been taught 

that it is bad to stigmatize or look down at people with another ethnic background than your 

own. If people would namely do so, an event as the Holocaust could possibly happen again. In 

other words: due to the Holocaust, people have, more than ever before, been socialised by the 

idea that it is good to be tolerant towards immigrants. The concrete implication of this theory 

should be that the stronger the Holocaust has dived in a country, the more tolerant its 

population nowadays is towards immigrants. 

To come up with this theory, and to research the link between the Holocaust and people’s 

attitudes towards immigrants in general, is of scientific relevance because it fills up the 

available gap in the literature.2 As I suggest by expounding my theory, there are good reasons 

to expect an influence of the Holocaust on people’s attitudes towards immigrants. Thus, 

researching this influence could possibly add a new determinant to all the existing 

determinants on this topic. If I did not find support for my theory, then this would also lead to 

new scientific knowledge, namely that the Holocaust does not or in the other direction 

influence people’s attitudes on this topic. 

Next, the societal relevance of this research is that it tests the assumptions that are often 

made in the public debate about the relation between the Holocaust and people’s attitudes 

towards immigrants. Zwagerman (2008), for example, claimed that the collective memory 

about the ‘Radical Evil’ of the Holocaust, in the Netherlands has led to a taboo on criticising 

the Islam. A test of my theory could find out whether it is correct to assume such a relation, or 

not. If my theory would be falsified, then this would imply that people should stop making 

this claim, because it is not empirically grounded. And if my theory would be verified, then 

this could, for instance, imply that governments that want a very tolerant population should 

pay more attention to the Holocaust in their educational system.  

The content of this Bachelor thesis is as follows. First, I point out the previous theories and 

research about intolerance towards immigrants. Second, I expound my theory about the 

influence of the Holocaust by using theories about collective memory and collective guilt. 

Then, I present the data and methods to test my theory, and – afterwards – actually test it, by 

doing a multilevel analysis. At last, I will draw a conclusion from my results and discuss 

future research perspectives that could be derived from this Bachelor thesis. 

 

 

                                                 
2 To be more specific: it is a gap in the existing research about historical macro-factors that influence people’s 
attitudes towards immigrants. 
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2 Previous theories and research 

In this section, I give a summary of the existing theories and research on the determinants of 

intolerance towards immigrants. First, I look at the literature about explanations on the 

individual level. This is the micro-perspective. Second, I focus on the macro-perspective, 

which is the influence of country-level characteristics. Third follows my criticism on the 

existing literature. This is at the same time my argument to come up with the theory that I will 

expound in section 3. 

 

2. 1 The micro-perspective 

Although the research on ethnic prejudice already started during the first part of the 20th 

century, it just became an important topic after the Second World War. In reaction to Nazi 

racism, scholars wanted to find out what factors could explain the explosion of intolerance 

that had taken place (Hello et al, 2002).  

In the first years after the war, the theory of Adorno et al. (1950) about ‘the authoritarian 

personality’ was most prominent. This theory mainly focuses on the psychological dimension 

of intolerance, as it states that ethnocentrism can be explained by a person’s ‘personality 

structure’. 

During the 1950s this theory became critized more and more: scholars agreed that 

psychological characteristics determine prejudice, but also found regional differences within 

countries in levels of intolerance that could not be explained by these factors alone 

(Middleton, 1976). Therefore, they began to put more emphasis on the effect of social 

categories such as education, income, age and gender on people’s attitudes. This research was 

mostly conducted within one country. 

Later on, authors also became interested in cross-national differences. They began to use 

cross-national research data and developed theories about differences in political, economic or 

historical circumstances to explain people’s level of ethnic intolerance.  

One important perspective in both the research on both the micro- and macro-level is the 

emphasis on the role of actual or perceived threats between different ethnic groups. The 

research on this perspective started in the 1960s, as a consequence of the ongoing processes of 

discrimination and segregation in the U.S.. Since then, it has been one of the most researched 

approaches, and it still is today (Strabac and Listaug, 2008). 

A very prominent theory that is part of this approach is the ethnic competition theory. The 

basic idea of this theory is that ethnic intolerance is the highest among native people with a 
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low income, level of education and social status, as they will feel the most threatened by 

immigrants, who often also have these characteristics and can therefore be a danger for their 

societal position (Coenders et al., 2006). Tests of this theory almost always show the same 

results: the effect of education is quite strong, while there is a small effect of income and the 

strength of the effect of socio-economic status depends on the way it is measured, but there 

often is some effect (Strabac and Listhaug, 2008).3 

A related idea of ethnic competition theory is the assumption that contact between members 

of different ethnic groups will increase intolerance (Coenders et al., 2006), which is called the 

conflict hypothesis. The absolute opposite of this proposition is the notion of the contact 

hypothesis, which states that contact will rather decrease than increase people’s level of 

intolerance (Allport, 1958; Pettigrew, 1998). These opposing theories have been tested in 

different ways for the European situation and all show the same findings: the contact 

hypothesis is always verified (Coenders et al., 2006; Scheepers et al., 2002).  

Putnam (2007) also tested these hypotheses, but his test was more related to the regional- or 

contextual-level than to the micro-level.4 His findings were that people who are living in 

ethnically diverse neighbourhoods are more intolerant towards members of other ethnic 

groups than people who are living in ethnically more homogeneous neighbourhoods. These 

results imply a verification of the conflict hypothesis. For the European situation this relation 

was only tested for the Dutch context: Lancee and Donkers (2007) found the total opposite 

effect, namely a verification of the contact, instead of the conflict, hypothesis.  

Furthermore, there are also individual determinants that have proven to influence people’s 

level of tolerance, which can not be explained by ethnic competition theory. I mention the 

results for a couple of them here, namely for religiosity, gender and age. 

For religiosity, sometimes no effect is found, and sometimes a slightly weak, decreasing 

effect on people’s level of intolerance is found (Hunsberger and Jackson, 2005). The results 

for gender are also mixed: some evidence is found for men being more intolerant than women 

(Coenders et al., 2006; Quillian, 1995), but other authors conclude that there is no relation 

(Scheepers et al., 2002; Strabac and Listaug, 2008). And the effect of age is among the most 

                                                 
3 Another assumption of the ethnic competition theory is the effect of being unemployed on a person’s level of 
intolerance. Though, several studies have shown that this variable has no effect (Coenders et al., 2006; Strabac 
and Listaug, 2008). 
4 The test of Putnam is not really a test for the micro-level, because it does not look at individual characteristics 
of people and its consequences for their attitudes. But the assumption behind this test is that people who live in a 
neighbourhood that is ethnically heterogeneous will get more in contact with people with different ethnic 
backgrounds than people who live in an ethnically homogeneous neighbourhood. Therefore, the test still 
measures some kind of a micro-level characteristic, namely or the number of contacts that people have with 
people of a different ethnicity has an effect on their level of ethnic intolerance. 
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consistent one’s on the micro-level: in all the studies in which this effect was tested, older 

people tend to be more intolerant than younger people (see for instance: Strabac and Listaug, 

2008; Coenders et al, 2006; Hello et al., 2002; Scheepers et al., 2002 or Hjerm, 2007). 

 

2.2 The macro-perspective  

On the macro-level, there are a lot of different determinants which can explain regional- or 

country-level differences in intolerance towards immigrants. To make things clarifying, I split 

up all these determinants into three different types of circumstances: societal, political and 

historical.5 Societal circumstances are the social characteristics of the immigrants, the native 

population or a society in general. Political circumstances are the features of a country’s 

political system and the policies that it develops. And historical circumstances are those 

events that took place in the past, but still influence the way people think about immigrants. 

The most important factors among the societal circumstances are the proportion of 

immigrants in a country and its economic situation. An overlapping theory that predicts 

possible relations between these two circumstances and people’s level of intolerance, is the 

ethnic competition theory. From this theory follows the expectation that the higher the 

proportion of immigrants and the worse the economic conditions, the higher the level of 

intolerance among the native population will be (Coenders et al., 2006). 

The effect of the proportion of immigrants is a widely debated topic, in Europe as well as in 

the U.S. While for the American situation ethnic competition theory is often verified (see 

from example Taylor (1998)), there is no definite answer yet for the European situation: 

Hjerm (2007) found no effect, Hooghe et al. (2006) concluded that the level of intolerance 

drops when the proportion of immigrants in a society becomes higher and Quillian (1995) and 

Scheepers et al. (2002) found the total opposite effect. 

For a country’s economic situation, the relation  between two conditions and intolerance 

have been tested several times: GDP and unemployment rate. From ethnic competition theory 

follows the assumption that the higher a country’s GDP or the lower its unemployment rate, 

the lower the intolerance among the population will be. For the relation between GDP and 

intolerance several studies in Europe confirm this assumption: both Coenders et al. (2006) and 

Quillian (1995) conclude that the higher the GDP of a country is, the lower the level of 

intolerance will be. Though, the assumption about a country’s unemployment rate seems to be 

                                                 
5 I split up the macro-determinants into three different types of circumstances in stead of splitting them up into 
theoretical traditions, because there are no real overlapping theories that cover all the determinants. There only 
exist some theories that cover the determinants that belong to one of the three types of circumstances I 
distinguish. 
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wrong: Scheepers et al. (2002) as well as Coenders et al. (2006) do not find a relation between 

a country’s unemployment rate and anti-immigrant attitudes. 

The political circumstances that affect people’s level of intolerance can be split up into the 

characteristics of a country’s political system itself and the policies that governments develop. 

On the characteristics of a political system, Jaspers (2008) found that when a right-wing party 

is in charge, the level of intolerance is significantly higher than when a left-wing party is and 

explained this by the fact that most right-wing parties are stricter in their opinions about 

immigrants, and that this has an effect on a society when they are in charge. Furthermore, 

Evans and Need (2002) found some slightly weak effects for political insecurity in a country. 

This was explained by the idea that in a situation of political insecurity the native population 

will be more afraid for immigrants to ‘take over’ the country than in situation of political 

security. 

For the relation between different policies and intolerance, the most researched topics are 

the effect of immigration policies and welfare states. Bauer et al. (2000) investigated the 

relation between immigration policies and intolerance. They expected that countries that 

mostly receive labour immigrants will have a more tolerant population than countries that 

mostly receive asylum seekers or refugees, as labour immigrants are not such a big threat for 

people’s social position than asylum seekers or refugees. This theory was verified. 

 The influence of different types of a welfare state on ethnic intolerance was investigated by 

Coenders et al. (2005). They expected that countries where a high proportion of the GDP is 

spent on the welfare state, will have a lower level of intolerance than countries where a low 

proportion of the GDP is spent on the welfare state, as a big welfare state would make that 

people do not have to be very afraid for unemployment. However, because there were no 

good data available to measure the proportion of the GDP that in different countries is spent 

on the welfare state, this idea could not really be tested.  

The last set of macro-factors that influence people’s level of intolerance is a country’s 

historical circumstances. There exist several studies that have researched the effect of events 

that happened in the past on people’s present level of intolerance. Allen and Nielsen (2002) as 

well as Sheridan and Gillet (2005) have focused on the relation between the September 11 

attacks and prejudice against Muslims. Allen and Nielsen (2002) made a comparison between 

countries within the European Union and concluded that their was a clear increase of anti-

Muslim sentiments in most societies. Sheridan and Gillet (2005) only examined the situation 

in the UK, and also found that its population has become more prejudiced towards Islamic 

people since September 11. 
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Furthermore, McIntosh et al. (2002) compared ethnic intolerance in Bulgaria and Romania. 

One of the effects they found for both countries, was that older people tend to be less 

intolerant than younger people. This is the absolute contrary of all the other empirical 

evidence for the effect of age: as already mentioned, older people usually show higher levels 

of intolerance than younger people. They explain this surprising result by the history that both 

countries have with ethnic minorities. In these countries, older people have grown up in a 

period when the societal consensus was that it was good to be tolerant towards ethnic 

minorities, and are therefore not that prejudiced. Younger people grew up in a period of 

increasing feelings of nationalism and see immigrants because of that as a threat for their 

countries.  

Next, Coenders and Scheepers (1998) focused on cohort and period effects for the Dutch 

situation. They found that people who grew up in a period of mass immigration or with high 

unemployment rates, were more intolerant than people who grew up in a period in which 

these circumstances were not the case. The explanation that they give for this result, is related 

to the ethnic competition theory: if people grow up when the societal conditions stimulate the 

idea of competition between different ethnic groups, then these people become socialized by 

this idea and will be more prejudiced than people who grew up when the societal conditions 

did less stimulate this idea. 

Lastly, Scheffer (2007) gives a descriptive analysis of the influence of colonialism on the 

way people in western societies think about immigrants. He suggests that the history of 

colonialism has led to the rise of the notion of cultural relativism. Western countries took 

advantage of their colonies for ages, and thought of themselves as being morally superior to 

these colonies. But during the 20th century, when western people began to think that 

colonialism was not that morally good, they did not see themselves any more as morally 

superior. By then, even the idea of cultural relativism began to become prominent. This idea 

implies that western people can not make moral judgements, because they were themselves 

responsible for a morally wrong event as colonialism. Therefore, one should not make 

judgements about the behaviour or opinions of other ethnic groups, but should be tolerant 

towards them. Thus, Scheffer suggests that the memory of colonialism affects the way 

western people think about immigrants. However, this theory is only a description of the 

development of the notion of cultural relativism and empirical research on this theory has not 

been done yet. 
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2.3 Criticism on the existing literature 

Now I have set out the most relevant existing literature on the topic of ethnic intolerance, I 

come up with my personal criticism. Although several points of criticism can be made, the 

point that is really important to make for this Bachelor thesis is that most articles do not 

investigate the effect of the Holocaust. In all the research that is done, it is surprising to see 

that the influence of the Holocaust on the way people think about immigrants is seldom 

mentioned.6 I think this is a large gap in the literature about historical macro-factors for 

people’s attitudes.  

In the beginning of this section I stated that the research on ethnic prejudice mainly started 

as a reaction towards Nazi racism: scholars wanted to find out how such an event of absolute 

intolerance towards different ethnic groups could have happened. With these roots of the 

research on ethnic prejudice in mind, it is especially strange that there has been almost no 

attention for the Holocaust itself. Scholars wanted to find out how an event of such absolute 

intolerance could be explained, but did not investigate the effect that this event possibly later 

on has. I think such a major historical event must have an impact on the way societies develop 

after such an event has occurred. In the existing literature, this was already proven for the 

attacks of September 11 and ethnic intolerance in Romania and Bulgaria. Given that the 

Holocaust was the biggest explosion of ethnic intolerance during the last decades in Europe, I 

especially assume that there must be an impact of this event. Therefore, in the next section I 

will expound my theory about this expected impact. 

 

                                                 
6 I suggest that the influence of the Holocaust has seldom been a topic of research, because there actually exists 
some literature on this relation. These are the studies of Vuijsje (1986) and Jaspers (2008). I have not mentioned 
this literature in section 2, because I want to use it in section 3, where I focus on this relation. 
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3 The new perspective 

In this section, I expound my theory about the relation between the Holocaust and European 

people’s attitudes towards immigrants. First, I mention something about two notions that can 

help to explain this relation, namely collective memory and collective guilt. Second, I suggest 

how these notions can be related to each other. Third, I use this combination to explain the 

relation between the Holocaust and European people’s attitudes towards immigrants. At last, I 

derive a testable hypothesis from this new theory. 

 

3.1 Collective memory 

When in a society significant political or social events occur, they shape the memories of 

people’s mindsets for the rest of their lives. The sum of such memories is what we call a 

society’s collective memory. This collective memory influences people’s actions, for example 

because people link new political or social events that occur to the events of their collective 

memory. But also because the events that are part of their collective memory shape their view 

on the world, that is to say, their attitudes. 

One of the earliest authors who wrote about collective memory was Mannheim (1952). He 

came up with a theory about the influence of the First World War on the generation that grew 

up during this period. He suggested that people who grew up during this period had attitudes 

that were very different from the older cohorts. That is to say, the cohort that grew up during 

the First World War had a more pessimistic view on the world than the older cohorts. The 

explanation that Mannheim gave for this phenomenon was that the major political and social 

events that occur during one’s formative years, around the age of 17, influence people’s 

memory the most. And because the cohort that grew up during the First World War was 

confronted with more violence and insecurity during their formative years than the older 

cohorts, the people within this cohort had a less positive view on the world. Thus, people 

remember the events that have occurred during this period of their lives the best, and the 

collective memory of a generation will therefore mostly consist of the events that occurred 

during its formative years. 

Later on, this concept was tested several times, for different social or political events. 

Inglehart (1990) looked for the influence of the Second World War on people’s attitudes. He 

found that the cohorts that grew up after the Second World War had more post materialist 

attitudes than the cohorts that grew up before this period. The explanation he gave for this 

change in attitudes was that people who grew up after the Second World War did not have to 
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cope with poverty, while the people who grew up before this war had to. Therefore, the older 

cohorts found materialist safety more important than the younger cohorts. 

Thus, most research shows that it is especially during the formative years that a collective 

memory is created. This would mean that only people who were in their formative years 

during a certain event have been influenced by it. The implication of this is that people who 

were older or younger, or even not alive, when an event took place can not have a collective 

memory to this event. However, empirical evidence shows that there are exceptions to this 

idea. 

Schuman and Scott (1989) state that some very important events can influence people’s 

attitudes, although they were not in their formative years during that period. Such events can 

even be that important that they affect the attitudes of people that were not alive during the 

period they occurred. An example of such an event that they find in their study is the Second 

World War, which affects all generations, even people who were born in the 1960s or 1970s.  

To explain this effect, they make a distinction between two types of collective memory: a 

collective memory that people get from personal experiences in a society and a collective 

memory that people learn second hand. That is, via education, upbringing or reading books. 

The question that then arises is what factors make that some events are of that importance 

that they can even influence the attitudes of people who were not alive during the period the 

events occurred. Pennebaker and Banasik (1997) state that there are two very important 

criteria to establish a collective memory about a certain event. First, the event must keep 

influencing a society after it has occurred. This impact can for example be that a big group of 

people is traumatized, years after the event took place, or that a country remains in conflict 

with another country about something that happened in the past. The authors compare this 

with a personal memory about a certain situation. If this situation still has an impact on your 

daily life afterwards, then you will more often think about it, and it will sooner become part of 

your personal memory than when it has no impact any more. Second, the authors state that 

people must publicly discuss the event. When there is no debate about an event any more in 

the mass media, then the younger generations that were not alive when it took place will not 

be informed about it and can therefore not develop any memory about it. 

 

3.2 Collective guilt 

Although guilt is a feeling that is often addressed to be strictly personal, it can also be a 

shared feeling of a social group. In that case we speak of collective guilt. Collective guilt is 

defined as the feeling that occurs when people see their own social group as being responsible 
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for treating another group unjustly or having violated moral standards (Branscombe et al., 

2002). People do not have to be responsible for these immoral actions themselves to develop 

feelings of collective guilt. It can even show up among people who were not alive at the time 

the unjust events took place (Doosje et al., 1998). 

    There are actually two necessary conditions that need to be present for people to develop 

feelings of collective guilt. The first is that they must categorize themselves as members of 

the group that was responsible for the immoral actions. Thus, when people live in a country 

that has dehumanized lots of people, this does not necessarily mean that these people will all 

develop feelings of collective guilt for such an act. They can live in this country, without 

categorizing themselves as being a member of the society that was responsible for these 

actions, and therefore not feel guilty about it (Leach et al., 2002). 

    But that people have to categorize themselves as members of a social group to develop 

feelings of collective guilt, does not mean that the stronger a person identifies the stronger the 

feelings of collective guilt will be. In fact, people who identify a lot with a social group do 

often feel less guilty than people who identify less (Doosje et al., 1998). An explanation for 

this, is that people who highly identify themselves as being part of a social group, want to 

defend this group against negative perceptions about it, because these negative perceptions 

will affect their own status. Therefore, they will not admit very often that this group has done 

immoral things. People who identify less with a social group will not mind that much about 

the social status of their group, and will as a consequence earlier admit that their group has 

acted viciously. 

   The second necessary condition to develop feelings of collective guilt is that people must 

define the acts of the own social group as immoral (Branscombe et al., 2002). Like with guilt 

on the individual level, before people on the group level can feel guilty about the acts of their 

groups, they first have to admit that there is a discrepancy between the past behaviour and 

their own ethnic standards (Lewis, 2000). To give a clear example for this: German Neo-

Nazis will probably not experience any feelings of collective guilt about the Holocaust, 

because they do not see the actions of the Nazis as indecent.  

   Besides these two necessary conditions, there are also factors that can let a group’s feelings 

of collective guilt increase of decrease. A factor that decreases this feelings, is the possibility 

for a group to mention that their group dehumanized others, but that other groups also acted 

immoral towards them (Branscombe et al., 2002). An example is the way some Japanese 

thought about the actions of the Japanese state during the Second World War, which attacked 

the American navy base Pearl Harbor and sent people to persecution camps in different parts 
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of Asia. They agreed that these acts were immoral, but by pointing at the bombing of 

Nagasaki and Hiroshima, they tried to make victims instead of offenders of themselves. 

   A factor that stimulates feelings of collective guilt, is the presence of a debate about the 

actions of a group (Barkan, 2000). When within a group people seldom mention the acts that 

the group was responsible for, then a feeling of guilt can not be developed. This is the same 

reasoning as for the influence of a discussion about an event on the origination of collective 

memory about it.   

   Furthermore, as collective guilt leads to a negative self-perception of a group, group 

members will probably want to rectify their actions. Therefore, collective guilt can influence 

ongoing political and social processes (Branscombe et al., 2002). But the willingness for such 

rectifications is dependent on more than the existence of collective guilt alone. Leach et al. 

(2006) have investigated on the factors that increase the willingness for compensation. They 

found that anger about the injustice of the actions of the own group, which is a less abstract 

and stronger feeling than guilt, and the absence of prejudices towards the victimized group are 

strong predictors for a group’s willingness for rectification. This last effect corresponds with 

the findings of Zebel et al. (2008), who stated that dehumanization of the victimized group, or 

to perceive it as animal-like, decreases support for reparation by the guilty group. Thus, even 

if a group finds itself responsible for specific immoral actions, it still has to define the harmed 

group as its equal before it will support possible compensations. 

In general, rectification is done in two different ways. The first is to give an official 

apology. In this case, a prominent person of a group that is responsible for immoral acts 

excuses the group for these acts by a public statement. The second is to make reparations. 

This means that members of the group that has acted immoral excuse themselves for these 

acts, often done via paying money. If these two ways of rectifying actions are combined this 

can have to contrary consequences: the statement of apology can affect feelings of collective 

guilt, and therefore more reparations will be done, but it could also lead to the idea that the 

rectification is finished, and as a consequence of this less reparations will be made (Zebel et 

al., 2008). 

 

3.3 Collective memory and collective guilt combined 

There does not really exist literature about the relation between the notions of collective 

memory and collective guilt. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to link them. I think collective 

guilt should be seen as a possible consequence of collective memory. The notion of collective 

memory is very broad and captures all shared memories that a social group has. When a group 
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develops a shared memory, this is a combination of a lot of different perspectives about the 

past.  

   One of these perspectives could be that some of the events for which the group was 

responsible, were immoral. In that case part of the collective memory could become a feeling 

of collective guilt. Therefore, to develop feelings of collective guilt, it is first necessary that 

an event is part of the collective memory of a group. When this is the case, and if the two 

conditions under which collective guilt can be developed are present, then people could 

become to feel guilty about some events of the past. 

 

3.4 The new theory: the Holocaust and people’s attitudes towards immigrants 

Now, by using the notions of collective memory and collective guilt, the link between the 

Holocaust and European people’s attitudes towards immigrants can be made. To suggest that 

there actually is an influence of the Holocaust it should first be clear that it still plays a role in 

people’s daily lives. Therefore, it has to be investigated whether the Holocaust is still part of 

the collective memory of European people.  

 

3.4.1 Collective memory and the Holocaust 

As was written in the section about collective memory, most events that are part of people’s 

collective memory took place during their formative years, but there are conditions under 

which other events can also be part of it. The two conditions that are necessary for this are, as 

I already stated, a current influence of the event on a society and an ongoing debate about it.  

If we look for the existence of the first condition for the situation of the Holocaust, then it is 

clear that it still has an impact on the current European societies. There are not really 

empirical studies available that investigate the role that the Holocaust still plays in people’s 

lives, but there are a lot of examples from current affairs that it does. 

First, there are a lot of Jews who’s family members were killed during the Holocaust. For 

these people the event has still an impact on their lives, namely that they will always see it as 

the period in which their family members were murdered. Second, the existence of the state of 

Israel has influenced the world’s political agenda. Almost every year there is a big conflict in 

or somewhere around this country, and at that moment a lot of other countries are 

immediately involved in the situation. The existence of the state of Israel has given problems 

in the Middle-East from the day it was established. And because one of the major reasons for 
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the Jews to get their own state was the experience of the Holocaust, there is a direct link 

between this event and the impact it still has on the political agenda.7  

Moreover, if we focus on the second condition for a collective memory to occur, in the 

ongoing conflict between Israel and other countries in the Middle-East, the Holocaust is often 

involved in discussions. First, when it comes to questions about the justice of the existence of 

Israel. In this discussion some people state that the Holocaust has given the Jews the right to 

establish their own state on their historical ground, while other people mention that they have 

stolen this ground from the Palestinians.8 Second, in the discussion about who is right or 

wrong in the conflict, on both sides of the conflict the Holocaust is often involved in the 

discussion: people who support Israel often state that they have to defend themselves because 

otherwise a new extermination of Jews could happen again, while the people who are against 

Israel often mention that the Jews are doing the same thing against the Palestinians as the 

Nazis did to them.9  

Furthermore, not only in international debates the Holocaust is often integrated in 

discussions, it is also part of national discussions. In the Netherlands, for example, often 

comparisons between current situations and the Holocaust are made. For instance, when Pim 

Fortuyn was running his campaign to become prime minister other politicians focused on the 

possible dangerous outcomes of his political program, by comparing it with policies of the 

Nazis.10 Other people have compared the rise of the Islam in Europe with the rise of Nazism 

in Germany the 1930s, while they state that this was underestimated during that period, and 

that this is underestimated in nowadays Europe.11 

There are, of course, a lot of other possible examples to give, which show the influence of 

the Holocaust on people’s mindset. However, I think the arguments that I have come up with 

provide enough evidence to speak of a still existing collective memory of the Holocaust in 

European societies. 

 

 

                                                 
7 For example during the recent war, in December 2008 and January 2009, between Israel and Hamas in the 
media the question was often asked or it was a right thing to establish the state of Israel. See for an article about 
this discussion van Dam (2008). 
8 See the article mentioned in footnote 13 for an example of an opinion in this debate. 
9 See the article of Oren and Haveli (2008) for argumentation that Israel should defend itself to prevent another 
occurrence of extermination. 
10 For example Thom de Graaf, former politician for the Dutch political party D66, made in a campaign speech a 
comparison between the ideas of Pim Fortuyn and the Nazis, by mentioning the danger of another extermination 
of people like Anne Frank, when Pim Fortuyn would become the next Dutch prime minister. 
11 The Dutch politician Geert Wilders (2007), for instance, compared the Koran with Hitler’s book Mein Kampf, 
to show the possible dangers of a rising influence of the Islam in the Netherlands. 
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3.4.2 Collective guilt and the Holocaust 

Now it is clear that the Holocaust is part of the collective memory of European societies, it 

can be investigated how this memory is often perceived. If we look at the two necessary 

conditions for a group to develop feelings of collective guilt, then we can conclude that these 

are both present.  

   To begin with the first condition (being part of the responsible group): most European 

people categorize themselves as members of the societies that they live in.12 And because in a 

lot of European societies Jews were transported to concentration camps, they will also see 

their own societies as responsible for this.  

It can, of course, be mentioned that only the German society should be named as being 

responsible for the Holocaust, as they elected the Nazi regime that was directly responsible 

for the extermination of the Jews. This is true, but most European countries see themselves 

also as partly responsible for the Holocaust. First, because among the population of each 

country, there were people who joined the Nazis and were therefore directly responsible for it. 

Second, because a lot of people chose to not let Jews hide in their houses for the Nazis, 

because they were afraid of being punished themselves. Third, because countries could not 

prevent most Jews of being dehumanized and being killed. Therefore, members of these 

countries see themselves as being indirectly responsible.  

  The second condition (to see the act as immoral) is also present. Maybe except some Neo-

Nazis, most European citizens see the Holocaust as one of the biggest forms of immorality in 

human history. Thus, they will surely see a discrepancy between the event of the Holocaust 

and what should be morally right behaviour of their own society. 

  Furthermore, there is, as I already stated in the part about the Holocaust and collective 

memory, still an open discussion about the Holocaust. Therefore, the factor of an open 

discussion about the event that could increase the feelings of collective guilt, is also available 

in many countries, which will strengthen the feelings of guilt.13 Thus, it seems to be that in all 

European societies there must still be a lot of feelings of collective guilt about the Holocaust. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12 Evidence for this statement can be found in Schild (2001), which shows that most German and French citizens 
highly identify themselves as members of their countries, and not that much as members of Europe.  
13 Another example of the presence of the Holocaust as a topical issue are the recommeration days of the 
Holocaust that in a lot of European countries are held. 
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3.4.3 Collective guilt about the Holocaust and attitudes towards immigrants 

Yet, at first glance the fact that European people feel guilty about the Holocaust says nothing 

about their attitudes towards immigrants. However, I think there is a link. The link that I 

suggest is that the feelings of collective guilt towards the Jews have made European people 

extremely conscious of discrimination and intolerance towards ethnic minorities in their 

societies. As the Holocaust was an explosion of intolerance towards ethnic minorities in 

European societies, namely the Jews, European people have become afraid of making the 

same mistake again. Thus, the feelings of collective guilt have not only directly led to 

rectification, through reparations to the Jews, but also indirectly via tolerant attitudes towards 

ethnic minorities.  

  However, this idea is not completely new. Vuijsje (1986) also stated that, for the Dutch 

situation, the Holocaust has led to feelings of collective guilt. As a result of this he saw the 

rise of an ‘ethnic taboo’: it became very politically incorrect to mention problems with ethnic 

minorities, and it became ‘good’ to be tolerant and positive towards them. But the analysis 

was very descriptive, and Vuijsje did not look for empirical evidence. 

  A research in which this relation was actually empirically tested is that of Jaspers (2008). 

The hypothesis she came up with was that cohorts in the Netherlands that were born after the 

Second World War were more tolerant than the cohorts that were born before this period. Her 

reasoning for this, is that these cohorts were, due to the Holocaust, socialized by the idea that 

it was very bad to be intolerant towards ethnic minorities and that one should be tolerant 

towards them. Her empirical results supported this hypothesis: Dutch people who were born 

after the Second World War are more tolerant than people who were born before this event. 

  However, her test was, because of two reasons, not very good. First, she did not test it 

directly. She just suggested that there is a relation between the Holocaust and people’s level 

of tolerance and tested whether people who were born after the Second World War are more 

tolerant than people who were born before that period. But the verification of this hypothesis 

does not necessarily mean that these cohorts were more tolerant because of the influence of 

the Holocaust. They could also be more tolerant for a lot of other reasons. Second, her test 

was only done in the Dutch context. If one would want to know if the theory really is right, 

then it should be tested in more countries. Only tests in several countries can verify the 

theory, because then one could control for country-level characteristics. 

  That is why I suggest that my theory does not only explain people’s level of tolerance 

towards immigrants in one country, but in all European countries. The central reasoning of the 

theory is that the Holocaust has led to feelings of collective guilt in all countries where Jews 
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were killed. As a consequence of this, people have been taught that it is good to be tolerant 

towards immigrants. In the comparison between different countries, I suggest that the greater 

the feelings of collective guilt are, the more tolerant the population is towards immigrants. 

And the feelings of collective guilt in a country will be greater when the Holocaust has dived 

stronger. 

   

3.5  Derived hypothesis 

Now I have set out my theory, I can derive a testable hypothesis from it. As I have suggested, 

my theory is that due to feelings of collective guilt about the Holocaust people tread 

immigrants more tolerant and that these feelings of collective guilt will be stronger when the 

Holocaust has had a greater impact. Thus, I expect a direct link between the intensity of the 

Holocaust in a country and the way its population thinks about immigrants. Therefore, the 

hypothesis that I want to test is: The stronger the Holocaust has dived in a country, the more 

tolerant its population nowadays is towards immigrants. 

To test this hypothesis, two variables need to be measured: intensity of the Holocaust, which 

is the independent variable, and tolerance towards immigrants, which is the dependent 

variable. For the measurement of the dependent variable, I use three different constructs, 

namely: people’s attitudes towards rights of immigrants who cause problems, opinions about 

anti-discrimination policies and having an immigrant as boss or family member.14 

As these constructs measure different aspects of the concept of tolerance towards immigrants, 

there can be different expectations for the influence of the independent variable on them. 

Therefore, I will make a comparison between them, by explaining on which construct the 

Holocaust has the biggest influence and on which the smallest. 

I expect the Holocaust has the biggest influence on people’s opinions about anti-

discrimination policies, because this is quite an abstract notion of tolerance, which related the 

most to the topic of the elimination of the Jews. As the policies that were develop by the Nazi-

regime were the total opposite of anti-discrimination policies, namely policies that were 

extremely discriminating towards Jews, it is most likely that people who live in societies with 

a big collective memory about the Holocaust, will be socialized by the idea that it is morally 

good to have strong anti-discrimination policies more than people who live in societies with a 

weaker collective memory. 

                                                 
14 The exact explanation of how these constructs will be measured follows in the next section. For now, it is only 
important to have some insights in what the different meanings of these constructs are, to see what the different 
expectations of the influence of the Holocaust on these constructs can be made. 
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Then there are two constructs left to be compared: attitudes towards rights of immigrants 

who cause problems and having an immigrant as boss or family member. For these two, I 

expect that the influence of the Holocaust is the strongest on the first one, because this notion 

of tolerance will probably be a bigger part of people’s collective memory about the Holocaust 

than the second one. I expect this because an important part of the policies the Nazi-regime 

was not giving the same rights to people with different backgrounds, and people will therefore 

remember it as typical for the Nazi-period.15 Of course, during the Nazi-period a lot of people 

did not want to have people with another ethnic background, namely Jewish, as their family 

member or boss, but this phenomenon is not typical for this period. Not wanting to have 

someone with a different ethnic background as your family member or boss is a widely spread 

phenomenon, which occurs in most societies, and is seldom specially linked to the Nazi-

period. But discrimination on ethnic backgrounds by law actually is. That’s why, I expect that 

this notion of intolerance will more often be part of people’s collective memory about the 

Holocaust, and will therefore be influenced stronger in countries where this collective 

memory, and of course feelings of collective guilt, are stronger. 

So, to conclude, I expect that the influence of the Holocaust is the strongest on people’s 

opinions about anti-discrimination policies, then on rights for immigrants who cause 

problems and it is the weakest on having an immigrant as boss or family member. 

 

                                                 
15 I also gave this explanation for my expectation that people’s attitudes towards anti-discrimination policies will 
be influenced stronger by the Holocaust than the other two constructs. Therefore, the question could be asked 
why I expect that the importance for people’s collective memory is stronger for this construct than for people’s 
attitudes towards immigrants who cause problems. My answer to this question is that I think that being against 
discrimination in principal, which is measured by people’s attitudes towards anti-discrimination policies, is 
closer related to the policies of the Nazi-regime than a special form of discrimination, namely of people who 
cause problems. The Nazi’s namely did not discriminate the Jews because they were often criminal or 
unemployed, but principally because they were Jewish.  
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4 Methods and data 

In this section, I give an overview of the data and methods that I will use to test my 

hypothesis. First, I will mention how the dependent variable will be measured. Second, I will 

do the same for the independent variable. Third, I explain which control variables I will add to 

my analysis. A final overview of all the ranges, means and proportions of all these used 

variables can be found in Table 2.16 

 

4.1 The dependent variable 

My dependent variable is tolerance towards immigrants. To measure this variable I use data 

from round 1 of the European Social Survey (ESS). This survey was conducted in 2002 and 

contains information about values and ideas of 42.360 people from 22 European countries on 

a wide range of topics, including attitudes towards immigrants. One of these 22 countries is 

Israel. As Israel was just established after the Holocaust, it did not take place in this country. 

Therefore there are no proportions of eliminated Jews available for it. That’s why the answers 

from this country will be excluded in the final analysis.  

In paragraph 3.5 I already mentioned that I will use three constructs to measure this 

variable, namely rights of immigrants who cause problems, opinions about anti-

discrimination policies and having an immigrant as boss or family member. Below, I will 

explain how I have come to pick these three constructs. 

From the section about attitudes towards immigrants, I picked 7 items that could say 

something about people’s level of tolerance towards immigrants. After having selected these 

items, I used SPSS to run a factor analysis to see which items could be taken together to build 

constructs. The results of this factor analysis can be seen in Table 1, in the form of a pattern 

matrix, with principal axis factoring as extraction and promax as rotation method. Only factor 

loadings with a score higher than .3 are given in this table. Before I ran this factor analysis, I 

recoded all the items that I wanted to include into the same direction, as most items were 

coded in different directions and with different ranges. This means that all the items had the 

same scale, with scores ranging from 1 up to 5, on which a score of 1 means that a person is 

very intolerant towards immigrants on this item and 5 means that he or she is very tolerant. 

From this factor analysis follows that three constructs can be made. Factor 1, which 

measures people’s opinions about rights for immigrants who cause problems. Factor 2, about 

                                                 
16 All tables and graphs to which references are made, can be found in Appendix A, at the end of this Bachelor 
thesis. 
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anti-discrimination policies. And lastly, factor 3, about reactions of people when an immigrant 

would be their boss or a member of their family.  

To see whether these constructs could really be used to test my hypothesis, they had to be 

tested on their reliability and validity. First, I did a reliability analysis. Therefore I looked at 

the Cronbach’s alpha of the different constructs. I also asked SPSS to give me information on 

what would happen with the Cronbach’s alpha of a construct if one of the items was deleted. 

The results for this analysis are that rights of immigrants who cause problems has a 

Cronbach’s alpha of .748, opinions about anti-discrimination policies of .840 and immigrant 

as boss or family member of .849. This means that all constructs have a reliability that is high 

enough that keep them in the analysis. 

Next, I did a validity test by running a regression analysis, to look for the relation between 

the constructs and a variable which is usually very significant and in a certain direction related 

with it. As in paragraph 2.1 was shown, the variable which most often showed a relation with 

people’s level of tolerance was people’s level of education. I used this variable to do a validity 

test.  

All research about the relation between level of education and level of tolerance has shown 

that there is a positive relation between them. Thus, if the result of the validity test would  be 

that there was a positive, significant relationship, between the construct and level of 

education, then the construct could be seen as valid. The constructs were measured by using 

the mean of the included items and in the regression analysis the constructs were the 

dependent variables and people’s level of education the independent variable.  

The results of the validity test were that all constructs are positively effected by level of 

education, and that they are all significant: for rights of immigrants who cause problems, the 

regression coefficient was .398, for opinion about anti-discrimination policies it was .125 and 

for immigrant as boss or family member it was .172. The p-value for all these relations was 

.000. This means that the hypothesis that I want to test, can be tested on all of these three 

constructs. In the final analysis, the measurement of the constructs will be the same as for this 

validity test, namely by taking the mean of the items that are included in it.  

To give an overview of the different average scores on these three constructs, I have 

included Graph 1. In this graph the score on each construct, ranging from 1 up to 5,  is given 

for all the countries that will be used in the analysis.  
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4.2  The independent variable   

My independent variable is intensity of the Holocaust. This variable has to measure the 

influence that the historical event of the Holocaust still has on nowadays’ population of 

European countries. There are, of course, many ways to measure this strength. For my 

research, I will use the percentage of the Jewish population of a country that was killed during 

the Holocaust. So, for example, as Austria had a total Jewish population of  60.000 before the 

beginning of Holocaust of whom 40.000 were killed, this country gets a score of 66,67. This 

means, concretely, that 66,67 percent of the Jews in Austria were killed during the Holocaust. 

And as there were also European countries in which the Holocaust did, for different reasons, 

not take place some countries will get a score of 0. The implication of this measurement is 

that the higher the percentage, the higher the intensity of the feelings of collective guilt about 

the Holocaust nowadays.  

I have chosen this construct because I think it tells the most about the intensity of the 

Holocaust. If one would only take the number of Jews that were killed to measure this 

variable, then it would not include anything about the proportions. This could imply that for a 

country in which 100.000 Jews were killed, and with a total Jewish population of 10.000.000, 

the memory of the Holocaust would be more intense than for a country in which 50.000 Jews, 

on a total Jewish population of 1.000.000, were killed. That would be not sensible, because it 

is the proportion instead of the absolute number that matters. That’s why I have chosen to 

look for the proportion of Jews that was killed.  

The data to create this variable come from a Dutch book about the Holocaust, called 

Kroniek der Jodenvervolging, which was written by Herzberg (1985). In this book, a table is 

given in which the proportion of Jews that was killed is calculated by dividing the number 

of Jews of a country that were killed during the Holocaust by the number of Jews that lived in 

the country in 1939, before the Holocaust started.17   

To give a clear overview about the differences in percentages of killed Jews per country, in 

Graph 2 these differences of all the countries that will be used for the analysis are shown. As 

one can see, six countries have a percentage of 0. This is not because the data for these 

countries are not available, but simply because the Holocaust did not take place over there.  

Furthermore, there are two countries for which the exact percentages of killed Jews were 

not available, as they were part of a larger country at the time the Holocaust took place, 

                                                 
17 These numbers do not give the exact number of Jews that were killed per country. First, because we do simply 
not know how many Jews were exactly killed per country. Second, because the numbers that are given in this 
book are almost all rounded off. 
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namely: Czech Republic, which was part of Czechoslovakia, and Slovenia, which was part of 

Yugoslavia. Therefore, I have picked the percentages of these larger countries to measure 

them. 

 

4.3       Control variables   

The control variables that I will add are deduced from the variables where I wrote about in 

section 2, as these are the factors that have proven to influence people’s level of tolerance. 

They can be split up into two categories: control variables on the micro level, which are 

related to individual respondents, and on the macro level, which are related to the countries 

that are present in the data set.  

 

4.3.1 Micro level 

For the micro level, I have 15 different variables that I want use for my analysis. As variables 

on the micro level must be bounded to a specific respondent, all these variables are from in 

the European Social Survey Round 1. On the next page, I will expound all these variables and 

explain how I measured them. 

- Age:  This variable is measured by taking the year in which the survey of the ESS was 

conducted, namely 2002, minus the year in which the respondent was born. This leads 

to a number, which is the age that the respondent became in 2002. 

- Sex:  Sex is simply measured by taking the gender variable from the data. If a 

respondent answered ‘0’ on this question then he or she is male, and if a respondent 

answered ‘1’ then he or she is a female. 

- Socio-economic status: Someone’s socio-economic status will be measured by the 

International Socio-Economic Index of Occupational Status (the ISEI). This index 

transfers the code that people with a certain profession have in the ESS into a system 

of codes, which makes it a hierarchical, comparable system. This hierarchical system 

is created by European citizens themselves, who have ranked all professions from 

‘low’ to ‘high’ status. As the information of people’s professions is unknown for a 

couple of countries, I have recoded this variable into 9 different dummies, so the 

information of these countries would not become lost. These dummies range from 1 to 

8, in which 1 means that a person has a very low occupational status and 8 is very 

high. For the people of which this information was unknown a special dummy, named 

‘sociounkown’, is created.  
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- Level of education: The variable to measure people’s level of education in the data 

has, also, got a lot of missings. Therefore, I have split this variable up into 4 dummies: 

a dummy for people with a low level of education, a dummy for people with an 

average level of education, a dummy for people with a high level of education and a 

dummy for all the respondent of which the score was unknown. 

- Income: The variable to measure a respondent’s income has also got a lot of missings. 

That’s why I have split this variable up into five dummies as well: four dummies for 

people ranging from ‘incomelow’ up to ‘incomehigh’ and a dummy for all the 

respondent of which the score was unknown. 

- Immigrants as friends: This variable is measured by an item with the question ‘Do you 

have any immigrant friends?’. On this question where three possible answers to give:, 

‘No, not at all’ (score 1), ‘Yes, a few’ (score 2) or ‘Yes, several’ (score 3). 

- Religiosity:  A respondent’s religiosity is measured by their answer to the question 

‘How religious are you?’, on which people could give an answer ranging from 0, 

which means not at all religious, and 10, which means very religious. 

- Religious practice: This is measured by taking the mean of two items, namely how 

often people pray and how often they attend to church. From this mean a number 

emerges, which ranges from 1 up to 7 (as both items were originally coded from 1 up 

to 7). In this range, 1 means that someone does bring a religion in practice very often 

while 7 means that he or she does it never. 

- General trust: General trust is measured by taking the mean of two items: people’s 

opinion about how far you can trust other people and about how often people try to 

take advantage of you. The mean of this measurement ranges from 0 up to 10. A score 

of ‘0’ means that people do not trust other people at all, while a score of ‘10’ that a 

person is highly trustful. 

- Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood: The ethnic diversity of someone’s neighbourhood 

is measured by the respondent’s answer to the question: ‘How many people from an 

ethnic minority live in your neighbourhood at the moment?’. This question had three 

possible answers: ‘Almost nobody’ (score 1), ‘Some’ (score 2) and ‘Many’ (score 3). 

- Domicile: This is measured by the respondent’s answer to the question in what kind of 

domicile he or she lives. The possible answering categories are: ‘Farm or home on the 

country side’ (score 1), ‘Country village’ (score 2), ‘A small city’ (score 3), ‘Suburbs 

of big city’ (score 4) and ‘A big city’ (score 5).  
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4.3.2 Macro level  

On the macro level, I only use two variables, namely GDP per capita and Proportion of 

immigrants. This means that some important factors on the macro level, that do influence 

people’s level of intolerance, will not be present in analyses. This is because I just use 21 

countries for my multilevel analysis and adding more macro levels to the analysis would 

decrease the power of it. I specifically choose these two variables because, as can be read in 

paragraph 2.2, research shows that these variables have a very significant effect on people’s 

level of intolerance.  

The information to measure the variable GDP per capita comes from the website from 

Eurostat, as the ESS does not contain any information about macro phenomena. The 

information of all the different GDP’s per country is recoded to a range, in which 100 is the 

average score. This implies that countries with a very high GDP get a score of around 150 and 

countries with a very low GDP around 50. Because the data for the ESS are conducted in 

2002, the scores for the country’s levels of GDP are also from this year. 

For the variable Proportion of immigrants the scores come from the website of the OECD, 

which stands for Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development. The statistics to 

measure this variable are conducted by dividing the number of immigrants in country by the 

number of its total population. So, a score of 20 on this variable, means that the population of 

this country consists for 20 percent of immigrants. The statistics to measure this variable are, 

of course, also from the year 2002. 
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5 Results 

In this section, I expound the results of my multilevel analyses. These are done in programme 

MLWin, where I tested the three specific hypotheses that I derived from the general 

hypothesis in Paragraph 3.5. 

The results for these three hypotheses are given in the form of a table. Every table consists 

of three models. Model 1 only shows the effect of the intensity of the Holocaust on the 

constructs. In Model 2 control variables on the micro level added and Model 3 shows the total 

analysis, that is: with the control variables on the micro as well as on the macro level 

included. 

The first table, Table 3, shows the results for the construct Rights of immigrants who cause 

problems. The most important result in this table is that there is a significant effect of the 

percentage of Jews that was killed per country and the way people think about immigrant who 

cause problems. Though, it is totally the other way around as was expected. The result is more 

significant in model 2 than in model 3, but it stays significant. So, this implies that the more 

Jews in a country were killed during the Holocaust, the less tolerant its population nowadays 

is towards immigrants who cause problems. 

Furthermore, from the control variables that show significant effects, Age, Socio-economic 

status, Level of education, General trust and GDP per capita are in the direction that one 

would expect from the literature. Sex also significantly determines people’s attitudes towards 

immigrants, but not as one would expect: males seem to be more tolerant than females, 

whereas former research found that females are more tolerant. 

At last, three variables, namely Immigrant as friend, Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood and 

Domicile, give indications for a verification of the contact hypothesis. The results on these 

variables namely suggest that the more often one has the opportunity to, or actually meets 

immigrants, he or she will become more tolerant towards immigrants who cause problems.18 

This is interesting because of the debate in the literature (see Paragraph 2.1), about the 

influence of meeting immigrants on people’s level of intolerance. 

Thenthe results for the second construct, Opinion about anti-discrimination policies. These 

results can be seen in Table 4. Unlike the results for the first construct, the results for this 

                                                 
18 For the variables Immigrant as friend and Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood the connection with the contact 
hypothesis is quite logical: both variables measure in some way how often people meet immigrants. For the 
variable Domicile this is less the case. But as most immigrants do live in cities in stead of on the countryside, it 
is very plausible that people who live in cities meet more immigrants than people who live on the countryside. 
Therefore, I think a positive correlation between this variable and the construct also gives an indication for the 
verification of the contact hypothesis. 
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construct do not show a significant effect of the percentage of Jews that was killed during the 

Holocaust. Though, there is a negative correlation between this variable and the construct, so 

if there would be a significant result, then this would sooner be in the direction opposite to 

what was expected in my hypothesis. 

The control variables Age, Sex, Socio-economic status, Level of education and General trust 

have a significant effect in the expected direction.19 Besides that, there is, again, some support 

for the contact hypothesis: the variables Immigrant as friend and Domicile have a positive 

effect on people’s level of tolerance.  

The result for Religiosity is not as expected, as according to this table the more religious 

people get, the more tolerant they become. This effect is the other way around as most 

research up to now has shown. 

Then, at last, there is one table left: Table 5. This table shows the results for the construct 

Immigrant as boss or family member. Again there is a negative relation between the 

percentage of Jews who were killed per country and the level of tolerance of nowadays’ 

population. And this time, as was also the case for the first construct, it is significant. It even 

gets more significant in model 3, where the level of significance increases from below .05 to 

.01.  

Furthermore, Age, Sex, Socio-Economic Status, Level of education, Religiosity, Practical 

religiosity
20 and General trust show significant effects in the expected direction.21 And while 

the results for the variables Immigrant as friend, Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood, Domicile 

and Proportion of immigrants all imply that more contact with immigrants leads to less 

problems if an immigrant would become their boss or family member, the contact hypothesis 

seems, again, to be verified. 

There is actually one control variable which shows a significant effect that is the contrary of 

earlier research findings. That is, the effect of GDP per capita: in paragraph 2.2 I stated that 

in most research a positive effect of this variable on people’s level of tolerance is found, while 

in Table 5 a negative effect is shown.  

To sum up all the results: the most important finding is that there is a negative influence on 

people’s level of tolerance of the Holocaust-variable for all the constructs, and for two of 

                                                 
19 For the variable Level of education this only partly true, as the results in Table 6 show that people who are 
secondary educated are more intolerant than people with only primary education. This is, of course, not as one 
would expect for the existing research, but just the other way around. 
20 For the good understanding: the variable Practical religiosity is coded in that way, that a high score on this 
variable means that a person never attends to church or prays. A high score on this variable does, therefore, 
imply that a person is not very religious. 
21 Again, for the variable Level of education this only partly true, as there seem to be no significant differences 
on this construct between people with primary and people with secondary education. 
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them this effect is significant. This implies that the more Jews were killed during the 

Holocaust, the less tolerant its population nowadays is towards immigrants. This is 

completely the contrary of what I expected. 

About the specific hypotheses that I derived for the three different constructs it can be said 

that they were not right: the influence of the Holocaust is the strongest on the variable 

Immigrant as boss or family member and the weakest on the variable Opinion about anti-

discrimination policies, as no significant effect was found. This is the opposite as I expected.  

On the other hand, this can also be named as a verification of these hypotheses, as the 

Holocaust seems to have the least negative effect on the variable Opinion about anti-

discrimination policies, although all relations were of course negative, and the most negative 

on Immigrant as boss or family member. This is, in some way, also a prove of the specific 

expectations I developed. 

Finally, most control variables show, if they are significant, the expected effect on the 

constructs. Only Sex, Religiosity and GDP per capita all once show a result in the other 

direction as was expected.  
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6  Conclusion & Future research 

Now the results are given, some conclusions can be made and some future research 

perspectives can be given. I split the conclusion up into two parts. In part 1, I try to explain 

the results that I got on the test of my general hypothesis. In part 2, I make some conclusions 

about new implications that could be derived from the results for the control variables. These 

parts can be read in Paragraph 6.1 and 6.2. Paragraph 6.3 is about future research. 

  

6.1 Conclusions on the general hypothesis 

As for all three constructs there is a negative effect of the Holocaust-variable on them, of 

which two are significant. So, the general hypothesis can not be verified.22 What can be 

reasons for this unexpected relationship? I think there can be three different perspectives to 

explain the results. 

First of all, it can be that the data do not exactly measure what I wanted to measure. For the 

dependent variable, Tolerance towards immigrants, this reasoning seems to be quite 

implausible as most of the control variables show the expected effects on the three constructs. 

This gives strong indications that all these three constructs are valid. Though, for the 

independent variable, intensity of the Holocaust, this can possibly be true. There are many 

ways to measure this intensity, and maybe the way it was done in this research was not a 

proper one. Therefore, it could be interesting to measure this intensity somewhat different in a 

next research to see if this would change the results.23 Maybe a broader measurement of the 

intensity of the Holocaust, in which not only the percentages of killed Jews but also 

differences in other anti-Jewish laws and policies could be included, would lead to other 

results. 

However, this reasoning is not very strong. It would have been a good argumentation if I 

had found no effect. But as the results actually show significant effects of the Holocaust-

variable on people’s level of tolerance, this variable in any case measures something which 

influences people’s attitudes towards immigrants. 

                                                 
22 It is, I think, not necessary to come up with any conclusions about the more specific hypotheses that I made in 
paragraph 3.5, because I already made conclusions about this in the Results-section. I could, of course, mention 
more about them, but I don’t think this is necesairry, as I have mentioned the most important points. Besides 
that, it was also not the main interest of this study. 
23 I have actually tested the hypothesis with one other measurement of this variable than the one I used in this 
research. This was the percentages of killed Jews separated by the total population of  a country before the 
Holocaust started. This measurement showed the same effects as the results of this research, that is a negative 
effect of people’s level of tolerance. Though, these effects were way more weaker and only significant for one 
construct. That’s why I did not present these results in this Bachelor thesis. 
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A second perspective to look at the results is to say that there actually is a positive effect of 

the impact of the Holocaust on people’s level of tolerance, but that this effect is not visible in 

the results. It could namely be the case that countries in which a lot of Jews were killed have 

been very intolerant towards all types of people with a different ethnic background, so Jews as 

well as immigrants. This historically constant form of intolerance would then have led to 

higher percentages of killed Jews, as people in countries with this high degrees of intolerance 

did not want to help Jews to hide for the Nazi’s. Or that people in these countries actually 

helped the Nazi’s by helping to find Jews. It could be that these countries were extremely 

intolerant towards immigrants during the Holocaust and that they have become more tolerant 

towards them afterwards. But as there was such a big gap between countries with a tolerant 

population and an intolerant population, this effect is not shown in the results. If there would 

exist longitudinal data sets, which measure people’s level of intolerance, in a lot of different 

European countries, from the 1940s up to now, this reasoning could be tested. But, 

unfortunately, there does not exist such a data set, so this can not be done. 

Finally, a third perspective - which is in my opinion the most plausible - to explain the 

results is one that is very close to the second perspective: countries with a high percentage of 

killed Jews had very intolerant populations during the Holocaust, which is one of the reasons 

that such a high percentage of Jews in these countries was killed, and these populations are 

still very intolerant. It could be that patterns of intolerance towards ethnic minorities and 

immigrants are historically rooted very deeply. This would imply that historical events do not 

have a very big influence on changes in these patterns and that they stay the same over 

decades and decades. Again, a longitudinal data set, with information about people’s level of 

intolerance from the 1940s up to now, could say something about this. 

 

6.2 Conclusions on the control variables 

What could be the conclusions if we look at the effects that were found for the control 

variables? I suggest that they can be split up into three parts: the conclusions that one would 

expect looking at other research about ethnic intolerance, conclusions that give implications 

for an ongoing debate and conclusions that not correspond with the existing literature (at least 

not on all the results of all constructs). 

The conclusions that one would expect, looking at other research on ethnic intolerance, 

form the biggest part. The results for the variables Age, Socio-economic status, Level of 

education, General trust and Practical religiosity are all or significant and in the right 

direction or not significant: the lower a person’s age and attendance to church (and other 
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religious practices), and the higher his or her socio-economic status, level of education and 

general trust, the higher his or her level of tolerance.  

The implications of an ongoing debate about effect of variables on someone’s level of 

tolerance, all refer to the question of having contact with immigrants: does it lead to a 

decrease or increase in tolerance? All the significant effects of variables that have to do 

something with this debate – these are: Immigrant as friend, Ethnic diversity of neigborhood, 

Domicile and Proportion of immigrants – show a positive effect of contact with immigrants 

on people’s attitudes towards them. So, this study gives strong implications for a verification 

of the contact hypothesis and, as consequence of that, of a falsification of the conflict 

hypothesis. 

Then, at last, the variables that show some mixed effects: Sex, Religiosity and GDP per 

capita. These variables show in at least for one of the constructs an effect in the expected 

direction, but all of them also once show an effect in the unexpected direction. This is 

surprising, because in the existing research for the effect of these variables there seem to be 

two options: they have no effect or they have an effect, which is always in the same direction. 

It is hard to discover why this is not always the case in this research. But it is of importance to 

conclude that it shows that men are not always more intolerant than women, that religious 

people are not always less tolerant than non-religious people and that a higher GDP per capita 

can also lead to lower levels of tolerance in a country. 

 

6.3 Future research 

Although this research did not result into a verification of the hypothesis, it has actually 

shown the importance of historical factors, or traditions, on European people’s attitudes 

towards immigrants. This opens perspectives for new research on this topic: more research on 

historical factors and on the influence of the Holocaust. 

As this research shows that people’s attitudes are not only constructed by factors in the 

social reality of the present, such as the neighbourhood they live in or the economic situation 

in their country, but that they are also influenced by historical factors it is interesting to 

examine which these factors are, and why they have an effect. Such an historical factor can be 

an event, such as the Holocaust, but also a cultural tradition. As I suggested in Paragraph 6.1, 

it can be that specific historical factors do not really influence people’s attitudes towards 

immigrants, but that people are more influenced by their countries cultural traditions, which 

stay constant over the years.  
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Research in the future could focus on both types of historical factors. An interesting 

research question for the influence of specific historical factors could be to find out whether 

the idea of Scheffer (2007), about the influence of colonialism on cultural relativism, can be 

empirically verified. This could, for example, be done in the same way as this research, by 

coupling data about the impact of the colonial history of European countries to the attitudes 

that people nowadays have towards immigrants. 

For the research to cultural traditions of intolerance towards immigrants, it could be 

interesting to look for longitudinal data about people’s attitudes towards immigrants over the 

years in different countries. If these attitudes stay constant over the years, then it would be 

interesting to find out what makes that such a cultural tradition comes up and what makes that 

it stays stable.  

Research on the topic of the influence of the Holocaust could focus on several questions, 

such as: why is there – as my results suggest – a negative relation between the impact of the 

Holocaust and people’s level of tolerance? Or: are there differences in effects on people’s 

level of tolerance when the impact of the Holocaust is measured with a couple of different 

constructs? 

And, finally, the research on the impact of the Holocaust on people’s attitudes could be 

expanded by not only looking at levels of intolerance towards immigrants, but also on other 

attitudes that could be influenced by it, such as ideas about disobedient behaviour of civil 

servants or freedom of religion. 
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8  Appendix A: Tables and graphs 

 

Table 1: Factor analysis for the measurement of dependent variable 

Question/Item Factor 

1 

Factor 

2 

Factor 

3 

If immigrants are long term unemployed they should be made 

to leave 

.528   

If immigrants commit a serious crime they should be made to 

leave 

.767   

If immigrants commit any crime they should be made to leave .812   
Would you mind if an immigrant, from a different ethnic group 

than the majority, was appointed as your boss? 

 .877  

Would you mind if an immigrant, from a different ethnic group 

than the majority, married to a close relative? 

 .831  

A law against ethnic discrimination in the workplace is good 

for the country 

  .853 

A law against promoting racial or ethnic hatred is good for the 

country 

  .866 

 

 

Table 2: Summary of all the variables  

Variable name Range Mean/Prop

ortion 

Standard 

Deviation 

Independent variable 

Intensity of the Holocaust 
 
0-89.23 

 
40.18 

 
35.71 

Dependent variable 

Rights of immigrants who cause 
problems 

 
1-5 

 
2.44 

 
.95 

Opinion about anti-
discrimination policies 

1-5 3.83 1.12 

Immigrant as boss or family 
member 

1-5 3.64 1.27 

Control variables: micro level 

Age 
 
13-109 

 
46 

 
18 

Sex 0/1 1.36  
Socio-economic status 
  Low 

 
0/1 

 
.27 

 

  Middlelow  0/1 .30  
  Middlehigh  0/1 .26  
  High  0/1 .03  
  Unknown  0/1 .14  
Level of education 
  Primary 

 
0/1 

 
.19 

 

  Secondary 0/1 .58  
  Tertiary 0/1 .17  
  Unknown  0/1 .06  
Income    
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  Low 0/1 .19 
  Middlelow 0/1 .26  
  Middlehigh 0/1 .17  
  High 0/1 .06  
  Unknown 0/1 .32  
Immigrant as friend 1-3 2.38 .730 
Religiosity 0-10 4.96 2.95 
Practical religiosity 1-7 4.89 1.84 
General trust 0-10 5.31 2.17 
Ethnic diveristy of 
neighbourhood  

1-3 1.59 .662 

Domicile 1-5 2.97 1.194 

Control variables: macro level 

GDP per capita 
 

47.60 – 234.10 

 

117.1490 

 

36.516 
Proportion of immigrants 2.40 – 33.20 8.9272 6.695 

 

 

Table 3: Results for the construct Rights of immigrants who cause problems 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Intercept 2.615 (.097)***  2.025 (.085)*** 1.550 (.186)*** 

Intensity of the Holocaust  -.179 (.002)*  -.107 (.001)**  -.071 (.001)* 

Control variables on the micro level    
  Age   -.108 (.000)***  -.108 (.000)*** 

  Sex   -.038 (.009)***  -.038 (.009)*** 

  Socio-economic status (ref. Low)    
    Middelow    .012 (.012)   .012 (.012) 
    Middlehigh    .102 (.013)***   .102 (.013)*** 

    High    .206 (.027)***   .206 (.027)*** 

    Unkown    .098 (.015)***   .098 (.015)*** 

  Level of education (ref. Primary)    

    Secondary    .035 (.014)*   .035 (.014)* 

    Tertiary    .324 (.018)***   .324 (.018)*** 

    Unknown    .046 (.060)   .047 (.059) 
  Income (ref. Low)     

    Middlelow   -.011 (.014)  -.012 (.014) 
    Middlehigh   -.001 (.017)  -.003 (.017) 
    High    .000 (.022)  -.002 (.022) 
    Unknown   -.035 (.015)  -.035 (.015) 
  Immigrant as friend    .140 (.007)***   .140 (.007)*** 

  Religiosity    .003 (.002)   .003 (.002) 
  Practical religiosity   -.007 (.004)  -.009 (.004) 
  General trust    .130 (.002)***   .130 (.002)*** 

  Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood    .020 (.007)***   .020 (.007)*** 

  Domicile     .033 (.004)***   .033 (.004)*** 

Control variables on the macro level    
  GDP per capita     .146 (.002)* 

  Proportion of immigrants   -.030 (.010) 

* P <0.05; **P <0.01; ***P <0.001.  
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Table 4: Results for the construct Opinion about anti-discrimination policies 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Intercept  3.573 (.081)***  3.251 (.104)***  3.524 (.235)*** 

Intensity of the Holocaust  -.071 (.002)  -.071 (.002)  -.071 (.002) 
Control variables on the micro level    
  Age   -.126 (.000)***  -.126 (.000)*** 

  Sex    .037 (.015)*   .037 (.015)* 

  Socio-economic status (ref. Low)    
    Middelow    .052 (.019)**   .052 (.019)** 

    Middlehigh    .104 (.022)**   .104 (.022)** 

    High    .224 (.044)***   .224 (.044)*** 

    Unkown    .024 (.025)   .024 (025) 
  Level of education (ref. Primary)    

    Secondary   -.066 (.023)**  -.066 (.023)** 

    Tertiary    .221 (.030)***   .221 (.030)*** 

    Unknown    .072 (.096)   .077 (.095) 
  Income (ref. Low)    
    Middlelow   -.033 (.024)  -.032 (.024) 
    Middlehigh   -.040 (.028)  -.039 (.028) 
    High   -.018 (.037)  -.017 (.037) 
    Unknown   -.063 (.025)  -.063 (.025) 
  Immigrant as friend     .097 (.011)***   .091 (.011)*** 

  Religiosity     .024 (.003)*   .024 (.003)* 

  Practical religiosity     .017 (.006)   .017 (.006) 
  General trust     .089 (.004)***   .089 (.004)*** 

  Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood     .001 (.012)   .001 (.012) 
  Domicile      .031 (.006)***   .031 (.006)*** 

Control variables on the macro level    
  GDP per capita    -.110 (.002) 
  Proportion of immigrants     .054 (.012) 

* P <0.05; **P <0.01; ***P <0.001.  

 

 

Table 5: Results for the construct Immigrant as boss or family member 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Intercept  3.510 (.105)***  2.517 (.111)***  2.838 (.225)*** 

Intensity of the Holocaust   -.143 (.002)*   -.071 (.002)*   -.107 (.001)** 

Control variables on the micro level    
  Age    -.216 (.000)***   -.216 (.000)*** 

  Sex     .110 (.015)***    .110 (.015)*** 

  Socio-economic status (ref. Low)    
    Middelow     .075 (.020)**    .074 (.020)** 

    Middlehigh     .166 (.023)***    .166 (.023)*** 

    High     .278 (.046)***    .278 (.046)*** 

    Unkown    -.054 (.026)   -.054 (.026) 
  Level of education (ref. Primary)    
    Secondary     .038 (.024)   .038 (.024) 
    Tertiary     .299 (.031)***   .299 (.031)*** 
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    Unknown     .187 (.100)   .213 (.098) 
  Income (ref. Low)    
    Middlelow    -.028 (.025)  -.027 (.025) 
    Middlehigh    -.035 (.029)  -.035 (.029) 
    High    -.011 (.039)  -.011 (.039) 
    Unknown    -.013 (.026)  -.014 (0.26) 
  Immigrant as friend     .274 (.011)***   .274 (.011)*** 

  Religiosity    -.032 (.004)*  -.032 (.004)* 

  Practical religiosity     .063 (.006)***   .063 (.006)*** 

  General trust     .152 (.004)***   .154 (.004)*** 

  Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood     .024 (.012)**   .024 (.012)** 

  Domicile      .050 (.007)***   .050 (.007)*** 

Control variables on the macro level    
  GDP per capita    -.183 (.002)* 

  Proportion of immigrants     .214 (.012)** 

* P <0.05; **P <0.01; ***P <0.001.  

 

 

 

Graph 1: Average scores on the three constructs of intolerance towards immigrants per 

country 
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Graph 2: Overview of percentages of Jews killed during the Holocaust per country
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9 Appendix B: Syntax  

*SYNTAX FOR BACHELOR THESIS. 
 
*Leaving out Israël. 
RECODE cntry ('AT' 'BE' 'CH' 'CZ' 'DE' 'DK' 'ES' 'FI' 'FR' 'GB' 'GR' 'HU' 'IE' 'IT' 'LU' 'NL' 
'NO' 'PL' 'PT' 'SE' 'SI' =1) ('IL'=0) INTO filterisr. 
VARIABLE LABELS  filterisr 'Filter Israel'. 
EXECUTE. 
 
USE ALL. 
COMPUTE filter_$=(filterisr = 1). 
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'filterisr = 1 (FILTER)'. 
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'. 
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0). 
FILTER BY filter_$. 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
 
*Making construct for the independent variable: Hol. 
RECODE cntry ('AT'=66.67) ('BE'=40) ('CH'=0) ('CZ'=83.33) ('DE'=83.33) ('DK'=0.75) 
('ES'=0)  
    ('FI'=0.35) ('FR'=43.33) ('GB'=0) ('GR'=80) ('HU'=49.63) ('IE'=0) ('IL'=0) ('IT'=20) 
('LU'=20)  
    ('NL'=78.57) ('NO'=50) ('PL'=89.23) ('PT'=0) ('SE'=0) ('SI'=86.67) INTO Hol. 
VARIABLE LABELS Hol 'Number of Jews killed during Holocaust/Number of Jews in 
country before Holocaust'. 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
 
*Making the constructs for the dependent variable. 
 
*Computing items of independent variabele before doing a factor analysis. 
RECODE imdetbs imdetmr (10=1) (9=1.4) (8=1.8) (7=2.2) (6=2.6) (5=3) (4=3.4) (3=3.8) 
(2=4.2) (1=4.6)  
    (0=5). 
RECODE lwdscwp lwpeth (0=1) (1=1.4) (2=1.8) (3=2.2) (4=2.6) (5=3) (6=3.4) (7=3.8) 
(8=4.2) (9=4.6) (10=5). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Factor analysis. 
FACTOR 
  /VARIABLES imunplv imscrlv imacrlv imdetbs imdetmr lwdscwp lwpeth 
  /MISSING LISTWISE  
  /ANALYSIS imunplv imscrlv imacrlv imdetbs imdetmr lwdscwp lwpeth  
  /PRINT INITIAL EXTRACTION ROTATION 
  /FORMAT BLANK(.30) 
  /PLOT EIGEN 
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  /CRITERIA FACTORS(3) ITERATE(25) 
  /EXTRACTION PAF 
  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 
  /ROTATION PROMAX(4) 
  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 
 
*Making the three constructs. 
compute tolerance1 = MEAN(imunplv, imscrlv, imacrlv). 
execute. 
 
compute tolerance2 = MEAN(lwdscwp, lwpeth). 
execute. 
 
compute tolerance3 = MEAN(imdetbs, imdetmr). 
execute. 
 
*Reliability check. 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=imunplv imscrlv imacrlv 
  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL 
  /MODEL=ALPHA 
  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 
 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=lwdscwp lwpeth 
  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL 
  /MODEL=ALPHA 
  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 
 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=imdetbs imdetmr 
  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL 
  /MODEL=ALPHA 
  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 
 
*Validity check for constructs. 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT edulvl 
  /METHOD=ENTER tolerance1. 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
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  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT edulvl 
  /METHOD=ENTER tolerance2. 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT edulvl 
  /METHOD=ENTER tolerance3. 
 
*Creating information for table about tolerance-scales. 
SORT CASES  BY cntry. 
SPLIT FILE SEPARATE BY cntry. 
 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=tolerance1 tolerance2 tolerance3 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX. 
 
SPLIT FILE OFF. 
 
 
 
*Changing the controle-variables on the micro-level. 
 
*Making the right list of socio-economic status. 
recode iscoco (1000=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1100=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1110=77) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1120=77) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1130=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1140=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1141=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1142=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1143=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1200=68) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1210=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1220=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1221=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1222=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1223=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1224=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1225=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1226=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1227=87) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1228=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1229=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1230=61) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1231=69) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (1232=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1233=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1234=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1235=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1236=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1237=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1239=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1240=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1250=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1251=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1252=60) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1300=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1310=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1311=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1312=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1313=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1314=49) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1315=44) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1316=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1317=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1318=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1319=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2000=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2100=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2110=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2111=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2112=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2113=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2114=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2120=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2121=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2122=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2130=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2131=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2132=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2139=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2140=73) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2141=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2142=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2143=68) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2144=68) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2145=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2146=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2147=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2148=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2149=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2200=80) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2210=78) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2211=77) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2212=77) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (2213=79) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2220=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2221=88) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2222=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2223=83) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2224=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2229=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2230=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2300=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2310=77) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2320=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2321=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2322=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2330=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2331=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2332=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2340=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2350=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2351=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2352=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2359=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2400=68) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2410=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2411=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2412=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2419=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2420=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2421=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2422=90) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2429=82) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2430=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2431=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2432=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2440=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2441=78) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2442=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2443=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2444=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2445=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2446=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2450=61) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2451=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2452=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2453=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2454=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2455=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2460=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3000=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3100=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3110=49) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (3111=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3112=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3113=46) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3114=46) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3115=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3116=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3117=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3118=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3119=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3120=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3121=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3122=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3123=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3130=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3131=48) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3132=57) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3133=57) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3139=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3140=57) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3141=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3142=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3143=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3144=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3145=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3150=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3151=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3152=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3200=48) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3210=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3211=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3212=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3213=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3220=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3221=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3222=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3223=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3224=60) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3225=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3226=60) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3227=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3228=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3229=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3230=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3231=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3232=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3240=49) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3241=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3242=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3300=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3310=38) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (3320=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3330=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3340=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3400=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3410=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3411=61) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3412=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3413=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3414=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3415=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3416=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3417=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3419=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3420=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3421=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3422=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3423=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3429=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3430=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3431=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3432=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3433=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3434=61) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3439=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3440=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3441=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3442=57) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3443=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3444=46) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3449=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3450=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3451=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3452=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3460=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3470=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3471=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3472=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3473=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3474=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3475=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3480=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4000=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4100=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4110=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4111=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4112=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4113=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4114=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4115=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4120=51) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (4121=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4122=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4130=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4131=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4132=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4133=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4140=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4141=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4142=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4143=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4144=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4190=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4200=49) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4210=48) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4211=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4212=46) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4213=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4214=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4215=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4220=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4221=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4222=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4223=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5000=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5100=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5110=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5111=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5112=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5113=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5120=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5121=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5122=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5123=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5130=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5131=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5132=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5133=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5139=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5140=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5141=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5142=19) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5143=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5149=19) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5150=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5151=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5152=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5160=47) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5161=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5162=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5163=40) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (5164=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5169=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5200=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5210=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5220=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5230=37) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6000=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6100=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6110=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6111=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6112=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6113=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6114=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6120=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6121=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6122=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6123=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6124=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6129=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6130=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6131=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6132=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6133=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6134=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6140=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6141=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6142=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6150=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6151=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6152=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6153=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6154=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6200=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6210=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7000=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7100=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7110=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7111=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7112=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7113=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7120=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7121=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7122=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7123=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7124=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7129=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7130=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7131=19) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7132=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7133=31) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (7134=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7135=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7136=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7137=37) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7140=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7141=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7142=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7143=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7200=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7210=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7211=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7212=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7213=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7214=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7215=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7216=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7220=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7221=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7222=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7223=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7224=24) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7230=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7231=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7232=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7233=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7234=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7240=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7241=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7242=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7243=41) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7244=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7245=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7300=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7310=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7311=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7312=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7313=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7320=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7321=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7322=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7323=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7324=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7330=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7331=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7332=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7340=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7341=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7342=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7343=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7344=40) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (7345=37) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7346=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7400=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7410=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7411=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7412=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7413=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7414=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7415=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7416=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7420=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7421=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7422=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7423=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7424=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7430=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7431=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7432=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7433=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7434=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7435=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7436=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7437=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7440=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7441=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7442=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7500=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7510=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7520=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7530=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8000=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8100=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8110=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8111=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8112=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8113=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8120=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8121=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8122=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8123=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8124=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8130=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8131=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8139=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8140=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8141=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8142=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8143=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8150=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8151=35) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (8152=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8153=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8154=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8155=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8159=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8160=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8161=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8162=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8163=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8170=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8171=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8172=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8200=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8210=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8211=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8212=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8220=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8221=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8222=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8223=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8224=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8229=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8230=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8231=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8232=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8240=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8250=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8251=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8252=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8253=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8260=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8261=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8262=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8263=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8264=24) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8265=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8266=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8269=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8270=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8271=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8272=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8273=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8274=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8275=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8276=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8277=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8278=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8279=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8280=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8281=30) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (8282=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8283=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8284=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8285=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8286=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8290=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8300=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8310=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8311=41) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8312=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8320=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8321=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8322=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8323=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8324=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8330=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8331=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8332=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8333=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8334=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8340=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8400=24) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9000=20) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9100=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9110=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9111=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9112=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9113=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9120=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9130=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9131=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9132=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9133=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9140=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9141=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9142=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9150=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9151=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9152=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9153=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9160=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9161=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9162=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9200=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9210=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9211=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9212=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9213=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9300=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9310=21) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (9311=21) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9312=21) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9313=21) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9320=20) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9321=20) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9322=24) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9330=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9331=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9332=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9333=30) into socioecstatus. 
 
*Making new category in socio-economic status variable. 'Unknown' for all the system 
missings. 
RECODE socioecstatus (MISSING=2). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making dummies for second category socio-economic status, because of system missings in 
a couple of countries. 
compute soc1 = (socioecstatus >= 11) AND (socioecstatus <31). 
compute soc2 = (socioecstatus >= 31) AND (socioecstatus < 51). 
compute soc3 = (socioecstatus >= 51) AND (socioecstatus < 71). 
compute soc4 = (socioecstatus >= 71) AND (socioecstatus < 91). 
compute socunkown = (socioecstatus = 2). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making a new category in level of education variable. 'Unkown' for all the system missings. 
RECODE edulvl (MISSING=10). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making dummies for level of education variable, because of system missing in a couple of 
countries. 
compute educprimary = (edulvl < 2). 
compute educsecondary = (edulvl >= 2) AND (edulvl < 5). 
compute eductertiary = (edulvl >= 5) AND (edulvl < 7). 
compute educunknown = (edulvl >= 7) AND (edulvl < 11). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Creating the age-variable. 
COMPUTE age=2002 - yrbrn. 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Creating sex variable. 
RECODE gndr (1=0) (2=1) (ELSE=SYSMIS) INTO sex. 
VARIABLE LABELS  sex 'sex'. 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making a new category in income variabele. 'Unkown' for all the system missings. 
RECODE hinctnt (MISSINGS = 22). 
EXECUTE. 
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*Making dummies for income variable, because of system missings in a couple of countries. 
compute incomelow = (hinctnt < 5). 
compute incomemiddlelow = (hinctnt >= 5) AND (hinctnt < 8). 
compute incomemiddelhigh = (hinctnt >= 8) AND (hinctnt < 10).  
compute incomehigh = (hinctnt >= 10) AND (hinctnt < 13). 
compute incomeunkown = (hinctnt > 20) AND (hinctnt < 100). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Recoding having immigrants as friends. 
RECODE imgfrnd (1=3) (2=2) (3=1). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Constructing the variable practicalreligiosity. 
compute practicalreligiosity= MEAN(rlgatnd, pray). 
 
*Recoding practicalreligiosity. 
RECODE practicalreligiosity (7=1) (6=2) (5=3) (4=4) (3=5) (2=6) (1=7). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Constructing the variable generalized trust. 
compute generaltrust= MEAN(ppltrst, pplfair). 
 
*Recoding domicil. 
RECODE domicil (5=1) (4=2) (3=3) (2=4) (1=5). 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
 
*Making control variables for the macro level. 
 
*Making GDP per capita variable. 
RECODE cntry ('AT'=125.1) ('BE'=123.5) ('CH'=141.0) ('CZ'=70.2) ('DE'=116.6) 
('DK'=127.8) ('ES'=98.1)  
    ('FI'=115.7) ('FR'=115.7) ('GB'=119.8) ('GR'=86.5) ('HU'=58.8) ('IE'=132.6) ('IL'=0) 
('IT'=117.8) ('LU'=234.1)  
    ('NL'=133.7) ('NO'=161.1) ('PL'=47.6) ('PT'=77.3) ('SE'=121.4) ('SI'=141.0) INTO GDP. 
VARIABLE LABELS GDP 'GDP per capita'. 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making Proportion of immigrants variable. 
RECODE cntry ('AT'=10.5) ('BE'=10.3) ('CH'=21.9) ('CZ'=4.22) ('DE'=12.5) ('DK'=5.8) 
('ES'=4.9)  
    ('FI'=2.6) ('FR'=7.4) ('GB'=7.9) ('GR'=2.9) ('HU'=2.9) ('IE'=8.7) ('IL'=0) ('IT'=2.4) 
('LU'=33.2)  
    ('NL'=10.1) ('NO'=6.8) ('PL'=3.3) ('PT'=5.1) ('SE'=11.3) ('SI'=10.8) INTO propim. 
VARIABLE LABELS propim 'Proportion of immigrants'. 
EXECUTE. 
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*Making a descriptions table for all the variables that will be used. 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES= hol age sex socio1 socio2 socio3 socio4 socio5 socio6 
socio7 socio8 sociounknown  
    educprimary educsecondary eductertiary educunknown incomelow incomemiddlelow 
incomemiddelhigh incomehigh incomeunkown  
    imgfrnd rlgdgr practicalreligiosity generaltrust acetalv domicil GDP propim 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX. 
 
 
 
*Preparing for MlWIN test. 
RECODE hol age sex socio1 socio2 socio3 socio4 socio5 socio6 socio7 socio8 sociounknown  
    educprimary educsecondary eductertiary educunknown incomelow incomemiddlelow 
incomemiddelhigh incomehigh incomeunkown  
    imgfrnd rlgdgr practicalreligiosity generaltrust acetalv domicil GDP propim 
(MISSING=99). 
EXECUTE. 
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 3 

1 Introduction 

Since the end of the Second World War, Europe has changed from a continent of emigration 

to the New World into an area of immigration. Decolonization, the need for guest workers, 

world wide wars and political suppression, and the fall of the Iron Curtain have led to big 

waves of migration both towards as within Europe (Muus, 2001). This transformation has 

influenced the composition of the population of most European countries in an irreversible 

way: they have changed from ethnically homogeneous into ethnically diverse, multicultural 

societies. 

This new situation has given rise to a lot of new topics of social scientific research: from the 

reasons for people’s voting behaviour on anti-immigrant parties to the determinants for 

successful social, economic and cultural integration of immigrants. However, one of the most 

researched topics is intolerance towards immigrants among natives.1  

Empirical evidence shows that characteristics which determine intolerance can be found on 

the micro- as well as on the macro-level. On the micro-level, much support has been found for 

determinants like education, socio-economic status and age (Strabac and Listaug, 2008), 

while on the macro-level, for instance, a country’s economic or political situation are 

important factors (Quillian, 1995).  

Yet, a major gap in the existing research is the almost total absence of the link with the 

Holocaust. While in some studies the importance of other historical events as a possible factor 

on the macro-level has been suggested and tested (see Sheridan and Gillet (2005) for the 

impact of respectively September 11 on people’s attitudes towards Muslims in the UK or 

McInthosh et al. (1995) for the historical explanations of ethnic intolerance in Bulgaria and 

Romania), the influence of the extermination of the Jews is seldom mentioned. This is 

surprising, because the Holocaust is often named to be one of the most important events of the 

20th century. That’s why it should be adopted in an analysis about the effect of historical 

events on people’s attitudes towards immigrants. 

The aim of this Bachelor thesis is to fill up the available gap. Therefore, the research 

question will be: What is the relation between the Holocaust and European people’s attitudes 

towards immigrants? 

To answer this question, I come up with a theory that posits, in short, that the Holocaust has 

led to huge feelings of collective guilt in all countries where Jews were dehumanized and 

                                                 
1 In this Bachelor thesis the concept ‘intolerance towards immigrants’ is interpreted as broadly as possible. This 
means that, for example, to mind having immigrants as neighbours or colleagues as well as being against equal 
citizenship rights for natives and immigrants will be understood as intolerant attitudes. 
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transported to concentration camps. Hence, inhabitants of these countries have been taught 

that it is bad to stigmatize or look down at people with another ethnic background than your 

own. If people would namely do so, an event as the Holocaust could possibly happen again. In 

other words: due to the Holocaust, people have, more than ever before, been socialised by the 

idea that it is good to be tolerant towards immigrants. The concrete implication of this theory 

should be that the stronger the Holocaust has dived in a country, the more tolerant its 

population nowadays is towards immigrants. 

To come up with this theory, and to research the link between the Holocaust and people’s 

attitudes towards immigrants in general, is of scientific relevance because it fills up the 

available gap in the literature.2 As I suggest by expounding my theory, there are good reasons 

to expect an influence of the Holocaust on people’s attitudes towards immigrants. Thus, 

researching this influence could possibly add a new determinant to all the existing 

determinants on this topic. If I did not find support for my theory, then this would also lead to 

new scientific knowledge, namely that the Holocaust does not or in the other direction 

influence people’s attitudes on this topic. 

Next, the societal relevance of this research is that it tests the assumptions that are often 

made in the public debate about the relation between the Holocaust and people’s attitudes 

towards immigrants. Zwagerman (2008), for example, claimed that the collective memory 

about the ‘Radical Evil’ of the Holocaust, in the Netherlands has led to a taboo on criticising 

the Islam. A test of my theory could find out whether it is correct to assume such a relation, or 

not. If my theory would be falsified, then this would imply that people should stop making 

this claim, because it is not empirically grounded. And if my theory would be verified, then 

this could, for instance, imply that governments that want a very tolerant population should 

pay more attention to the Holocaust in their educational system.  

The content of this Bachelor thesis is as follows. First, I point out the previous theories and 

research about intolerance towards immigrants. Second, I expound my theory about the 

influence of the Holocaust by using theories about collective memory and collective guilt. 

Then, I present the data and methods to test my theory, and – afterwards – actually test it, by 

doing a multilevel analysis. At last, I will draw a conclusion from my results and discuss 

future research perspectives that could be derived from this Bachelor thesis. 

 

 

                                                 
2 To be more specific: it is a gap in the existing research about historical macro-factors that influence people’s 
attitudes towards immigrants. 
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2 Previous theories and research 

In this section, I give a summary of the existing theories and research on the determinants of 

intolerance towards immigrants. First, I look at the literature about explanations on the 

individual level. This is the micro-perspective. Second, I focus on the macro-perspective, 

which is the influence of country-level characteristics. Third follows my criticism on the 

existing literature. This is at the same time my argument to come up with the theory that I will 

expound in section 3. 

 

2. 1 The micro-perspective 

Although the research on ethnic prejudice already started during the first part of the 20th 

century, it just became an important topic after the Second World War. In reaction to Nazi 

racism, scholars wanted to find out what factors could explain the explosion of intolerance 

that had taken place (Hello et al, 2002).  

In the first years after the war, the theory of Adorno et al. (1950) about ‘the authoritarian 

personality’ was most prominent. This theory mainly focuses on the psychological dimension 

of intolerance, as it states that ethnocentrism can be explained by a person’s ‘personality 

structure’. 

During the 1950s this theory became critized more and more: scholars agreed that 

psychological characteristics determine prejudice, but also found regional differences within 

countries in levels of intolerance that could not be explained by these factors alone 

(Middleton, 1976). Therefore, they began to put more emphasis on the effect of social 

categories such as education, income, age and gender on people’s attitudes. This research was 

mostly conducted within one country. 

Later on, authors also became interested in cross-national differences. They began to use 

cross-national research data and developed theories about differences in political, economic or 

historical circumstances to explain people’s level of ethnic intolerance.  

One important perspective in both the research on both the micro- and macro-level is the 

emphasis on the role of actual or perceived threats between different ethnic groups. The 

research on this perspective started in the 1960s, as a consequence of the ongoing processes of 

discrimination and segregation in the U.S.. Since then, it has been one of the most researched 

approaches, and it still is today (Strabac and Listaug, 2008). 

A very prominent theory that is part of this approach is the ethnic competition theory. The 

basic idea of this theory is that ethnic intolerance is the highest among native people with a 
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low income, level of education and social status, as they will feel the most threatened by 

immigrants, who often also have these characteristics and can therefore be a danger for their 

societal position (Coenders et al., 2006). Tests of this theory almost always show the same 

results: the effect of education is quite strong, while there is a small effect of income and the 

strength of the effect of socio-economic status depends on the way it is measured, but there 

often is some effect (Strabac and Listhaug, 2008).3 

A related idea of ethnic competition theory is the assumption that contact between members 

of different ethnic groups will increase intolerance (Coenders et al., 2006), which is called the 

conflict hypothesis. The absolute opposite of this proposition is the notion of the contact 

hypothesis, which states that contact will rather decrease than increase people’s level of 

intolerance (Allport, 1958; Pettigrew, 1998). These opposing theories have been tested in 

different ways for the European situation and all show the same findings: the contact 

hypothesis is always verified (Coenders et al., 2006; Scheepers et al., 2002).  

Putnam (2007) also tested these hypotheses, but his test was more related to the regional- or 

contextual-level than to the micro-level.4 His findings were that people who are living in 

ethnically diverse neighbourhoods are more intolerant towards members of other ethnic 

groups than people who are living in ethnically more homogeneous neighbourhoods. These 

results imply a verification of the conflict hypothesis. For the European situation this relation 

was only tested for the Dutch context: Lancee and Donkers (2007) found the total opposite 

effect, namely a verification of the contact, instead of the conflict, hypothesis.  

Furthermore, there are also individual determinants that have proven to influence people’s 

level of tolerance, which can not be explained by ethnic competition theory. I mention the 

results for a couple of them here, namely for religiosity, gender and age. 

For religiosity, sometimes no effect is found, and sometimes a slightly weak, decreasing 

effect on people’s level of intolerance is found (Hunsberger and Jackson, 2005). The results 

for gender are also mixed: some evidence is found for men being more intolerant than women 

(Coenders et al., 2006; Quillian, 1995), but other authors conclude that there is no relation 

(Scheepers et al., 2002; Strabac and Listaug, 2008). And the effect of age is among the most 

                                                 
3 Another assumption of the ethnic competition theory is the effect of being unemployed on a person’s level of 
intolerance. Though, several studies have shown that this variable has no effect (Coenders et al., 2006; Strabac 
and Listaug, 2008). 
4 The test of Putnam is not really a test for the micro-level, because it does not look at individual characteristics 
of people and its consequences for their attitudes. But the assumption behind this test is that people who live in a 
neighbourhood that is ethnically heterogeneous will get more in contact with people with different ethnic 
backgrounds than people who live in an ethnically homogeneous neighbourhood. Therefore, the test still 
measures some kind of a micro-level characteristic, namely or the number of contacts that people have with 
people of a different ethnicity has an effect on their level of ethnic intolerance. 
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consistent one’s on the micro-level: in all the studies in which this effect was tested, older 

people tend to be more intolerant than younger people (see for instance: Strabac and Listaug, 

2008; Coenders et al, 2006; Hello et al., 2002; Scheepers et al., 2002 or Hjerm, 2007). 

 

2.2 The macro-perspective  

On the macro-level, there are a lot of different determinants which can explain regional- or 

country-level differences in intolerance towards immigrants. To make things clarifying, I split 

up all these determinants into three different types of circumstances: societal, political and 

historical.5 Societal circumstances are the social characteristics of the immigrants, the native 

population or a society in general. Political circumstances are the features of a country’s 

political system and the policies that it develops. And historical circumstances are those 

events that took place in the past, but still influence the way people think about immigrants. 

The most important factors among the societal circumstances are the proportion of 

immigrants in a country and its economic situation. An overlapping theory that predicts 

possible relations between these two circumstances and people’s level of intolerance, is the 

ethnic competition theory. From this theory follows the expectation that the higher the 

proportion of immigrants and the worse the economic conditions, the higher the level of 

intolerance among the native population will be (Coenders et al., 2006). 

The effect of the proportion of immigrants is a widely debated topic, in Europe as well as in 

the U.S. While for the American situation ethnic competition theory is often verified (see 

from example Taylor (1998)), there is no definite answer yet for the European situation: 

Hjerm (2007) found no effect, Hooghe et al. (2006) concluded that the level of intolerance 

drops when the proportion of immigrants in a society becomes higher and Quillian (1995) and 

Scheepers et al. (2002) found the total opposite effect. 

For a country’s economic situation, the relation  between two conditions and intolerance 

have been tested several times: GDP and unemployment rate. From ethnic competition theory 

follows the assumption that the higher a country’s GDP or the lower its unemployment rate, 

the lower the intolerance among the population will be. For the relation between GDP and 

intolerance several studies in Europe confirm this assumption: both Coenders et al. (2006) and 

Quillian (1995) conclude that the higher the GDP of a country is, the lower the level of 

intolerance will be. Though, the assumption about a country’s unemployment rate seems to be 

                                                 
5 I split up the macro-determinants into three different types of circumstances in stead of splitting them up into 
theoretical traditions, because there are no real overlapping theories that cover all the determinants. There only 
exist some theories that cover the determinants that belong to one of the three types of circumstances I 
distinguish. 
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wrong: Scheepers et al. (2002) as well as Coenders et al. (2006) do not find a relation between 

a country’s unemployment rate and anti-immigrant attitudes. 

The political circumstances that affect people’s level of intolerance can be split up into the 

characteristics of a country’s political system itself and the policies that governments develop. 

On the characteristics of a political system, Jaspers (2008) found that when a right-wing party 

is in charge, the level of intolerance is significantly higher than when a left-wing party is and 

explained this by the fact that most right-wing parties are stricter in their opinions about 

immigrants, and that this has an effect on a society when they are in charge. Furthermore, 

Evans and Need (2002) found some slightly weak effects for political insecurity in a country. 

This was explained by the idea that in a situation of political insecurity the native population 

will be more afraid for immigrants to ‘take over’ the country than in situation of political 

security. 

For the relation between different policies and intolerance, the most researched topics are 

the effect of immigration policies and welfare states. Bauer et al. (2000) investigated the 

relation between immigration policies and intolerance. They expected that countries that 

mostly receive labour immigrants will have a more tolerant population than countries that 

mostly receive asylum seekers or refugees, as labour immigrants are not such a big threat for 

people’s social position than asylum seekers or refugees. This theory was verified. 

 The influence of different types of a welfare state on ethnic intolerance was investigated by 

Coenders et al. (2005). They expected that countries where a high proportion of the GDP is 

spent on the welfare state, will have a lower level of intolerance than countries where a low 

proportion of the GDP is spent on the welfare state, as a big welfare state would make that 

people do not have to be very afraid for unemployment. However, because there were no 

good data available to measure the proportion of the GDP that in different countries is spent 

on the welfare state, this idea could not really be tested.  

The last set of macro-factors that influence people’s level of intolerance is a country’s 

historical circumstances. There exist several studies that have researched the effect of events 

that happened in the past on people’s present level of intolerance. Allen and Nielsen (2002) as 

well as Sheridan and Gillet (2005) have focused on the relation between the September 11 

attacks and prejudice against Muslims. Allen and Nielsen (2002) made a comparison between 

countries within the European Union and concluded that their was a clear increase of anti-

Muslim sentiments in most societies. Sheridan and Gillet (2005) only examined the situation 

in the UK, and also found that its population has become more prejudiced towards Islamic 

people since September 11. 
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Furthermore, McIntosh et al. (2002) compared ethnic intolerance in Bulgaria and Romania. 

One of the effects they found for both countries, was that older people tend to be less 

intolerant than younger people. This is the absolute contrary of all the other empirical 

evidence for the effect of age: as already mentioned, older people usually show higher levels 

of intolerance than younger people. They explain this surprising result by the history that both 

countries have with ethnic minorities. In these countries, older people have grown up in a 

period when the societal consensus was that it was good to be tolerant towards ethnic 

minorities, and are therefore not that prejudiced. Younger people grew up in a period of 

increasing feelings of nationalism and see immigrants because of that as a threat for their 

countries.  

Next, Coenders and Scheepers (1998) focused on cohort and period effects for the Dutch 

situation. They found that people who grew up in a period of mass immigration or with high 

unemployment rates, were more intolerant than people who grew up in a period in which 

these circumstances were not the case. The explanation that they give for this result, is related 

to the ethnic competition theory: if people grow up when the societal conditions stimulate the 

idea of competition between different ethnic groups, then these people become socialized by 

this idea and will be more prejudiced than people who grew up when the societal conditions 

did less stimulate this idea. 

Lastly, Scheffer (2007) gives a descriptive analysis of the influence of colonialism on the 

way people in western societies think about immigrants. He suggests that the history of 

colonialism has led to the rise of the notion of cultural relativism. Western countries took 

advantage of their colonies for ages, and thought of themselves as being morally superior to 

these colonies. But during the 20th century, when western people began to think that 

colonialism was not that morally good, they did not see themselves any more as morally 

superior. By then, even the idea of cultural relativism began to become prominent. This idea 

implies that western people can not make moral judgements, because they were themselves 

responsible for a morally wrong event as colonialism. Therefore, one should not make 

judgements about the behaviour or opinions of other ethnic groups, but should be tolerant 

towards them. Thus, Scheffer suggests that the memory of colonialism affects the way 

western people think about immigrants. However, this theory is only a description of the 

development of the notion of cultural relativism and empirical research on this theory has not 

been done yet. 
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2.3 Criticism on the existing literature 

Now I have set out the most relevant existing literature on the topic of ethnic intolerance, I 

come up with my personal criticism. Although several points of criticism can be made, the 

point that is really important to make for this Bachelor thesis is that most articles do not 

investigate the effect of the Holocaust. In all the research that is done, it is surprising to see 

that the influence of the Holocaust on the way people think about immigrants is seldom 

mentioned.6 I think this is a large gap in the literature about historical macro-factors for 

people’s attitudes.  

In the beginning of this section I stated that the research on ethnic prejudice mainly started 

as a reaction towards Nazi racism: scholars wanted to find out how such an event of absolute 

intolerance towards different ethnic groups could have happened. With these roots of the 

research on ethnic prejudice in mind, it is especially strange that there has been almost no 

attention for the Holocaust itself. Scholars wanted to find out how an event of such absolute 

intolerance could be explained, but did not investigate the effect that this event possibly later 

on has. I think such a major historical event must have an impact on the way societies develop 

after such an event has occurred. In the existing literature, this was already proven for the 

attacks of September 11 and ethnic intolerance in Romania and Bulgaria. Given that the 

Holocaust was the biggest explosion of ethnic intolerance during the last decades in Europe, I 

especially assume that there must be an impact of this event. Therefore, in the next section I 

will expound my theory about this expected impact. 

 

                                                 
6 I suggest that the influence of the Holocaust has seldom been a topic of research, because there actually exists 
some literature on this relation. These are the studies of Vuijsje (1986) and Jaspers (2008). I have not mentioned 
this literature in section 2, because I want to use it in section 3, where I focus on this relation. 
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3 The new perspective 

In this section, I expound my theory about the relation between the Holocaust and European 

people’s attitudes towards immigrants. First, I mention something about two notions that can 

help to explain this relation, namely collective memory and collective guilt. Second, I suggest 

how these notions can be related to each other. Third, I use this combination to explain the 

relation between the Holocaust and European people’s attitudes towards immigrants. At last, I 

derive a testable hypothesis from this new theory. 

 

3.1 Collective memory 

When in a society significant political or social events occur, they shape the memories of 

people’s mindsets for the rest of their lives. The sum of such memories is what we call a 

society’s collective memory. This collective memory influences people’s actions, for example 

because people link new political or social events that occur to the events of their collective 

memory. But also because the events that are part of their collective memory shape their view 

on the world, that is to say, their attitudes. 

One of the earliest authors who wrote about collective memory was Mannheim (1952). He 

came up with a theory about the influence of the First World War on the generation that grew 

up during this period. He suggested that people who grew up during this period had attitudes 

that were very different from the older cohorts. That is to say, the cohort that grew up during 

the First World War had a more pessimistic view on the world than the older cohorts. The 

explanation that Mannheim gave for this phenomenon was that the major political and social 

events that occur during one’s formative years, around the age of 17, influence people’s 

memory the most. And because the cohort that grew up during the First World War was 

confronted with more violence and insecurity during their formative years than the older 

cohorts, the people within this cohort had a less positive view on the world. Thus, people 

remember the events that have occurred during this period of their lives the best, and the 

collective memory of a generation will therefore mostly consist of the events that occurred 

during its formative years. 

Later on, this concept was tested several times, for different social or political events. 

Inglehart (1990) looked for the influence of the Second World War on people’s attitudes. He 

found that the cohorts that grew up after the Second World War had more post materialist 

attitudes than the cohorts that grew up before this period. The explanation he gave for this 

change in attitudes was that people who grew up after the Second World War did not have to 
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cope with poverty, while the people who grew up before this war had to. Therefore, the older 

cohorts found materialist safety more important than the younger cohorts. 

Thus, most research shows that it is especially during the formative years that a collective 

memory is created. This would mean that only people who were in their formative years 

during a certain event have been influenced by it. The implication of this is that people who 

were older or younger, or even not alive, when an event took place can not have a collective 

memory to this event. However, empirical evidence shows that there are exceptions to this 

idea. 

Schuman and Scott (1989) state that some very important events can influence people’s 

attitudes, although they were not in their formative years during that period. Such events can 

even be that important that they affect the attitudes of people that were not alive during the 

period they occurred. An example of such an event that they find in their study is the Second 

World War, which affects all generations, even people who were born in the 1960s or 1970s.  

To explain this effect, they make a distinction between two types of collective memory: a 

collective memory that people get from personal experiences in a society and a collective 

memory that people learn second hand. That is, via education, upbringing or reading books. 

The question that then arises is what factors make that some events are of that importance 

that they can even influence the attitudes of people who were not alive during the period the 

events occurred. Pennebaker and Banasik (1997) state that there are two very important 

criteria to establish a collective memory about a certain event. First, the event must keep 

influencing a society after it has occurred. This impact can for example be that a big group of 

people is traumatized, years after the event took place, or that a country remains in conflict 

with another country about something that happened in the past. The authors compare this 

with a personal memory about a certain situation. If this situation still has an impact on your 

daily life afterwards, then you will more often think about it, and it will sooner become part of 

your personal memory than when it has no impact any more. Second, the authors state that 

people must publicly discuss the event. When there is no debate about an event any more in 

the mass media, then the younger generations that were not alive when it took place will not 

be informed about it and can therefore not develop any memory about it. 

 

3.2 Collective guilt 

Although guilt is a feeling that is often addressed to be strictly personal, it can also be a 

shared feeling of a social group. In that case we speak of collective guilt. Collective guilt is 

defined as the feeling that occurs when people see their own social group as being responsible 
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for treating another group unjustly or having violated moral standards (Branscombe et al., 

2002). People do not have to be responsible for these immoral actions themselves to develop 

feelings of collective guilt. It can even show up among people who were not alive at the time 

the unjust events took place (Doosje et al., 1998). 

    There are actually two necessary conditions that need to be present for people to develop 

feelings of collective guilt. The first is that they must categorize themselves as members of 

the group that was responsible for the immoral actions. Thus, when people live in a country 

that has dehumanized lots of people, this does not necessarily mean that these people will all 

develop feelings of collective guilt for such an act. They can live in this country, without 

categorizing themselves as being a member of the society that was responsible for these 

actions, and therefore not feel guilty about it (Leach et al., 2002). 

    But that people have to categorize themselves as members of a social group to develop 

feelings of collective guilt, does not mean that the stronger a person identifies the stronger the 

feelings of collective guilt will be. In fact, people who identify a lot with a social group do 

often feel less guilty than people who identify less (Doosje et al., 1998). An explanation for 

this, is that people who highly identify themselves as being part of a social group, want to 

defend this group against negative perceptions about it, because these negative perceptions 

will affect their own status. Therefore, they will not admit very often that this group has done 

immoral things. People who identify less with a social group will not mind that much about 

the social status of their group, and will as a consequence earlier admit that their group has 

acted viciously. 

   The second necessary condition to develop feelings of collective guilt is that people must 

define the acts of the own social group as immoral (Branscombe et al., 2002). Like with guilt 

on the individual level, before people on the group level can feel guilty about the acts of their 

groups, they first have to admit that there is a discrepancy between the past behaviour and 

their own ethnic standards (Lewis, 2000). To give a clear example for this: German Neo-

Nazis will probably not experience any feelings of collective guilt about the Holocaust, 

because they do not see the actions of the Nazis as indecent.  

   Besides these two necessary conditions, there are also factors that can let a group’s feelings 

of collective guilt increase of decrease. A factor that decreases this feelings, is the possibility 

for a group to mention that their group dehumanized others, but that other groups also acted 

immoral towards them (Branscombe et al., 2002). An example is the way some Japanese 

thought about the actions of the Japanese state during the Second World War, which attacked 

the American navy base Pearl Harbor and sent people to persecution camps in different parts 
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of Asia. They agreed that these acts were immoral, but by pointing at the bombing of 

Nagasaki and Hiroshima, they tried to make victims instead of offenders of themselves. 

   A factor that stimulates feelings of collective guilt, is the presence of a debate about the 

actions of a group (Barkan, 2000). When within a group people seldom mention the acts that 

the group was responsible for, then a feeling of guilt can not be developed. This is the same 

reasoning as for the influence of a discussion about an event on the origination of collective 

memory about it.   

   Furthermore, as collective guilt leads to a negative self-perception of a group, group 

members will probably want to rectify their actions. Therefore, collective guilt can influence 

ongoing political and social processes (Branscombe et al., 2002). But the willingness for such 

rectifications is dependent on more than the existence of collective guilt alone. Leach et al. 

(2006) have investigated on the factors that increase the willingness for compensation. They 

found that anger about the injustice of the actions of the own group, which is a less abstract 

and stronger feeling than guilt, and the absence of prejudices towards the victimized group are 

strong predictors for a group’s willingness for rectification. This last effect corresponds with 

the findings of Zebel et al. (2008), who stated that dehumanization of the victimized group, or 

to perceive it as animal-like, decreases support for reparation by the guilty group. Thus, even 

if a group finds itself responsible for specific immoral actions, it still has to define the harmed 

group as its equal before it will support possible compensations. 

In general, rectification is done in two different ways. The first is to give an official 

apology. In this case, a prominent person of a group that is responsible for immoral acts 

excuses the group for these acts by a public statement. The second is to make reparations. 

This means that members of the group that has acted immoral excuse themselves for these 

acts, often done via paying money. If these two ways of rectifying actions are combined this 

can have to contrary consequences: the statement of apology can affect feelings of collective 

guilt, and therefore more reparations will be done, but it could also lead to the idea that the 

rectification is finished, and as a consequence of this less reparations will be made (Zebel et 

al., 2008). 

 

3.3 Collective memory and collective guilt combined 

There does not really exist literature about the relation between the notions of collective 

memory and collective guilt. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to link them. I think collective 

guilt should be seen as a possible consequence of collective memory. The notion of collective 

memory is very broad and captures all shared memories that a social group has. When a group 
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develops a shared memory, this is a combination of a lot of different perspectives about the 

past.  

   One of these perspectives could be that some of the events for which the group was 

responsible, were immoral. In that case part of the collective memory could become a feeling 

of collective guilt. Therefore, to develop feelings of collective guilt, it is first necessary that 

an event is part of the collective memory of a group. When this is the case, and if the two 

conditions under which collective guilt can be developed are present, then people could 

become to feel guilty about some events of the past. 

 

3.4 The new theory: the Holocaust and people’s attitudes towards immigrants 

Now, by using the notions of collective memory and collective guilt, the link between the 

Holocaust and European people’s attitudes towards immigrants can be made. To suggest that 

there actually is an influence of the Holocaust it should first be clear that it still plays a role in 

people’s daily lives. Therefore, it has to be investigated whether the Holocaust is still part of 

the collective memory of European people.  

 

3.4.1 Collective memory and the Holocaust 

As was written in the section about collective memory, most events that are part of people’s 

collective memory took place during their formative years, but there are conditions under 

which other events can also be part of it. The two conditions that are necessary for this are, as 

I already stated, a current influence of the event on a society and an ongoing debate about it.  

If we look for the existence of the first condition for the situation of the Holocaust, then it is 

clear that it still has an impact on the current European societies. There are not really 

empirical studies available that investigate the role that the Holocaust still plays in people’s 

lives, but there are a lot of examples from current affairs that it does. 

First, there are a lot of Jews who’s family members were killed during the Holocaust. For 

these people the event has still an impact on their lives, namely that they will always see it as 

the period in which their family members were murdered. Second, the existence of the state of 

Israel has influenced the world’s political agenda. Almost every year there is a big conflict in 

or somewhere around this country, and at that moment a lot of other countries are 

immediately involved in the situation. The existence of the state of Israel has given problems 

in the Middle-East from the day it was established. And because one of the major reasons for 
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the Jews to get their own state was the experience of the Holocaust, there is a direct link 

between this event and the impact it still has on the political agenda.7  

Moreover, if we focus on the second condition for a collective memory to occur, in the 

ongoing conflict between Israel and other countries in the Middle-East, the Holocaust is often 

involved in discussions. First, when it comes to questions about the justice of the existence of 

Israel. In this discussion some people state that the Holocaust has given the Jews the right to 

establish their own state on their historical ground, while other people mention that they have 

stolen this ground from the Palestinians.8 Second, in the discussion about who is right or 

wrong in the conflict, on both sides of the conflict the Holocaust is often involved in the 

discussion: people who support Israel often state that they have to defend themselves because 

otherwise a new extermination of Jews could happen again, while the people who are against 

Israel often mention that the Jews are doing the same thing against the Palestinians as the 

Nazis did to them.9  

Furthermore, not only in international debates the Holocaust is often integrated in 

discussions, it is also part of national discussions. In the Netherlands, for example, often 

comparisons between current situations and the Holocaust are made. For instance, when Pim 

Fortuyn was running his campaign to become prime minister other politicians focused on the 

possible dangerous outcomes of his political program, by comparing it with policies of the 

Nazis.10 Other people have compared the rise of the Islam in Europe with the rise of Nazism 

in Germany the 1930s, while they state that this was underestimated during that period, and 

that this is underestimated in nowadays Europe.11 

There are, of course, a lot of other possible examples to give, which show the influence of 

the Holocaust on people’s mindset. However, I think the arguments that I have come up with 

provide enough evidence to speak of a still existing collective memory of the Holocaust in 

European societies. 

 

 

                                                 
7 For example during the recent war, in December 2008 and January 2009, between Israel and Hamas in the 
media the question was often asked or it was a right thing to establish the state of Israel. See for an article about 
this discussion van Dam (2008). 
8 See the article mentioned in footnote 13 for an example of an opinion in this debate. 
9 See the article of Oren and Haveli (2008) for argumentation that Israel should defend itself to prevent another 
occurrence of extermination. 
10 For example Thom de Graaf, former politician for the Dutch political party D66, made in a campaign speech a 
comparison between the ideas of Pim Fortuyn and the Nazis, by mentioning the danger of another extermination 
of people like Anne Frank, when Pim Fortuyn would become the next Dutch prime minister. 
11 The Dutch politician Geert Wilders (2007), for instance, compared the Koran with Hitler’s book Mein Kampf, 
to show the possible dangers of a rising influence of the Islam in the Netherlands. 
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3.4.2 Collective guilt and the Holocaust 

Now it is clear that the Holocaust is part of the collective memory of European societies, it 

can be investigated how this memory is often perceived. If we look at the two necessary 

conditions for a group to develop feelings of collective guilt, then we can conclude that these 

are both present.  

   To begin with the first condition (being part of the responsible group): most European 

people categorize themselves as members of the societies that they live in.12 And because in a 

lot of European societies Jews were transported to concentration camps, they will also see 

their own societies as responsible for this.  

It can, of course, be mentioned that only the German society should be named as being 

responsible for the Holocaust, as they elected the Nazi regime that was directly responsible 

for the extermination of the Jews. This is true, but most European countries see themselves 

also as partly responsible for the Holocaust. First, because among the population of each 

country, there were people who joined the Nazis and were therefore directly responsible for it. 

Second, because a lot of people chose to not let Jews hide in their houses for the Nazis, 

because they were afraid of being punished themselves. Third, because countries could not 

prevent most Jews of being dehumanized and being killed. Therefore, members of these 

countries see themselves as being indirectly responsible.  

  The second condition (to see the act as immoral) is also present. Maybe except some Neo-

Nazis, most European citizens see the Holocaust as one of the biggest forms of immorality in 

human history. Thus, they will surely see a discrepancy between the event of the Holocaust 

and what should be morally right behaviour of their own society. 

  Furthermore, there is, as I already stated in the part about the Holocaust and collective 

memory, still an open discussion about the Holocaust. Therefore, the factor of an open 

discussion about the event that could increase the feelings of collective guilt, is also available 

in many countries, which will strengthen the feelings of guilt.13 Thus, it seems to be that in all 

European societies there must still be a lot of feelings of collective guilt about the Holocaust. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12 Evidence for this statement can be found in Schild (2001), which shows that most German and French citizens 
highly identify themselves as members of their countries, and not that much as members of Europe.  
13 Another example of the presence of the Holocaust as a topical issue are the recommeration days of the 
Holocaust that in a lot of European countries are held. 
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3.4.3 Collective guilt about the Holocaust and attitudes towards immigrants 

Yet, at first glance the fact that European people feel guilty about the Holocaust says nothing 

about their attitudes towards immigrants. However, I think there is a link. The link that I 

suggest is that the feelings of collective guilt towards the Jews have made European people 

extremely conscious of discrimination and intolerance towards ethnic minorities in their 

societies. As the Holocaust was an explosion of intolerance towards ethnic minorities in 

European societies, namely the Jews, European people have become afraid of making the 

same mistake again. Thus, the feelings of collective guilt have not only directly led to 

rectification, through reparations to the Jews, but also indirectly via tolerant attitudes towards 

ethnic minorities.  

  However, this idea is not completely new. Vuijsje (1986) also stated that, for the Dutch 

situation, the Holocaust has led to feelings of collective guilt. As a result of this he saw the 

rise of an ‘ethnic taboo’: it became very politically incorrect to mention problems with ethnic 

minorities, and it became ‘good’ to be tolerant and positive towards them. But the analysis 

was very descriptive, and Vuijsje did not look for empirical evidence. 

  A research in which this relation was actually empirically tested is that of Jaspers (2008). 

The hypothesis she came up with was that cohorts in the Netherlands that were born after the 

Second World War were more tolerant than the cohorts that were born before this period. Her 

reasoning for this, is that these cohorts were, due to the Holocaust, socialized by the idea that 

it was very bad to be intolerant towards ethnic minorities and that one should be tolerant 

towards them. Her empirical results supported this hypothesis: Dutch people who were born 

after the Second World War are more tolerant than people who were born before this event. 

  However, her test was, because of two reasons, not very good. First, she did not test it 

directly. She just suggested that there is a relation between the Holocaust and people’s level 

of tolerance and tested whether people who were born after the Second World War are more 

tolerant than people who were born before that period. But the verification of this hypothesis 

does not necessarily mean that these cohorts were more tolerant because of the influence of 

the Holocaust. They could also be more tolerant for a lot of other reasons. Second, her test 

was only done in the Dutch context. If one would want to know if the theory really is right, 

then it should be tested in more countries. Only tests in several countries can verify the 

theory, because then one could control for country-level characteristics. 

  That is why I suggest that my theory does not only explain people’s level of tolerance 

towards immigrants in one country, but in all European countries. The central reasoning of the 

theory is that the Holocaust has led to feelings of collective guilt in all countries where Jews 
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were killed. As a consequence of this, people have been taught that it is good to be tolerant 

towards immigrants. In the comparison between different countries, I suggest that the greater 

the feelings of collective guilt are, the more tolerant the population is towards immigrants. 

And the feelings of collective guilt in a country will be greater when the Holocaust has dived 

stronger. 

   

3.5  Derived hypothesis 

Now I have set out my theory, I can derive a testable hypothesis from it. As I have suggested, 

my theory is that due to feelings of collective guilt about the Holocaust people tread 

immigrants more tolerant and that these feelings of collective guilt will be stronger when the 

Holocaust has had a greater impact. Thus, I expect a direct link between the intensity of the 

Holocaust in a country and the way its population thinks about immigrants. Therefore, the 

hypothesis that I want to test is: The stronger the Holocaust has dived in a country, the more 

tolerant its population nowadays is towards immigrants. 

To test this hypothesis, two variables need to be measured: intensity of the Holocaust, which 

is the independent variable, and tolerance towards immigrants, which is the dependent 

variable. For the measurement of the dependent variable, I use three different constructs, 

namely: people’s attitudes towards rights of immigrants who cause problems, opinions about 

anti-discrimination policies and having an immigrant as boss or family member.14 

As these constructs measure different aspects of the concept of tolerance towards immigrants, 

there can be different expectations for the influence of the independent variable on them. 

Therefore, I will make a comparison between them, by explaining on which construct the 

Holocaust has the biggest influence and on which the smallest. 

I expect the Holocaust has the biggest influence on people’s opinions about anti-

discrimination policies, because this is quite an abstract notion of tolerance, which related the 

most to the topic of the elimination of the Jews. As the policies that were develop by the Nazi-

regime were the total opposite of anti-discrimination policies, namely policies that were 

extremely discriminating towards Jews, it is most likely that people who live in societies with 

a big collective memory about the Holocaust, will be socialized by the idea that it is morally 

good to have strong anti-discrimination policies more than people who live in societies with a 

weaker collective memory. 

                                                 
14 The exact explanation of how these constructs will be measured follows in the next section. For now, it is only 
important to have some insights in what the different meanings of these constructs are, to see what the different 
expectations of the influence of the Holocaust on these constructs can be made. 
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Then there are two constructs left to be compared: attitudes towards rights of immigrants 

who cause problems and having an immigrant as boss or family member. For these two, I 

expect that the influence of the Holocaust is the strongest on the first one, because this notion 

of tolerance will probably be a bigger part of people’s collective memory about the Holocaust 

than the second one. I expect this because an important part of the policies the Nazi-regime 

was not giving the same rights to people with different backgrounds, and people will therefore 

remember it as typical for the Nazi-period.15 Of course, during the Nazi-period a lot of people 

did not want to have people with another ethnic background, namely Jewish, as their family 

member or boss, but this phenomenon is not typical for this period. Not wanting to have 

someone with a different ethnic background as your family member or boss is a widely spread 

phenomenon, which occurs in most societies, and is seldom specially linked to the Nazi-

period. But discrimination on ethnic backgrounds by law actually is. That’s why, I expect that 

this notion of intolerance will more often be part of people’s collective memory about the 

Holocaust, and will therefore be influenced stronger in countries where this collective 

memory, and of course feelings of collective guilt, are stronger. 

So, to conclude, I expect that the influence of the Holocaust is the strongest on people’s 

opinions about anti-discrimination policies, then on rights for immigrants who cause 

problems and it is the weakest on having an immigrant as boss or family member. 

 

                                                 
15 I also gave this explanation for my expectation that people’s attitudes towards anti-discrimination policies will 
be influenced stronger by the Holocaust than the other two constructs. Therefore, the question could be asked 
why I expect that the importance for people’s collective memory is stronger for this construct than for people’s 
attitudes towards immigrants who cause problems. My answer to this question is that I think that being against 
discrimination in principal, which is measured by people’s attitudes towards anti-discrimination policies, is 
closer related to the policies of the Nazi-regime than a special form of discrimination, namely of people who 
cause problems. The Nazi’s namely did not discriminate the Jews because they were often criminal or 
unemployed, but principally because they were Jewish.  
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4 Methods and data 

In this section, I give an overview of the data and methods that I will use to test my 

hypothesis. First, I will mention how the dependent variable will be measured. Second, I will 

do the same for the independent variable. Third, I explain which control variables I will add to 

my analysis. A final overview of all the ranges, means and proportions of all these used 

variables can be found in Table 2.16 

 

4.1 The dependent variable 

My dependent variable is tolerance towards immigrants. To measure this variable I use data 

from round 1 of the European Social Survey (ESS). This survey was conducted in 2002 and 

contains information about values and ideas of 42.360 people from 22 European countries on 

a wide range of topics, including attitudes towards immigrants. One of these 22 countries is 

Israel. As Israel was just established after the Holocaust, it did not take place in this country. 

Therefore there are no proportions of eliminated Jews available for it. That’s why the answers 

from this country will be excluded in the final analysis.  

In paragraph 3.5 I already mentioned that I will use three constructs to measure this 

variable, namely rights of immigrants who cause problems, opinions about anti-

discrimination policies and having an immigrant as boss or family member. Below, I will 

explain how I have come to pick these three constructs. 

From the section about attitudes towards immigrants, I picked 7 items that could say 

something about people’s level of tolerance towards immigrants. After having selected these 

items, I used SPSS to run a factor analysis to see which items could be taken together to build 

constructs. The results of this factor analysis can be seen in Table 1, in the form of a pattern 

matrix, with principal axis factoring as extraction and promax as rotation method. Only factor 

loadings with a score higher than .3 are given in this table. Before I ran this factor analysis, I 

recoded all the items that I wanted to include into the same direction, as most items were 

coded in different directions and with different ranges. This means that all the items had the 

same scale, with scores ranging from 1 up to 5, on which a score of 1 means that a person is 

very intolerant towards immigrants on this item and 5 means that he or she is very tolerant. 

From this factor analysis follows that three constructs can be made. Factor 1, which 

measures people’s opinions about rights for immigrants who cause problems. Factor 2, about 

                                                 
16 All tables and graphs to which references are made, can be found in Appendix A, at the end of this Bachelor 
thesis. 
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anti-discrimination policies. And lastly, factor 3, about reactions of people when an immigrant 

would be their boss or a member of their family.  

To see whether these constructs could really be used to test my hypothesis, they had to be 

tested on their reliability and validity. First, I did a reliability analysis. Therefore I looked at 

the Cronbach’s alpha of the different constructs. I also asked SPSS to give me information on 

what would happen with the Cronbach’s alpha of a construct if one of the items was deleted. 

The results for this analysis are that rights of immigrants who cause problems has a 

Cronbach’s alpha of .748, opinions about anti-discrimination policies of .840 and immigrant 

as boss or family member of .849. This means that all constructs have a reliability that is high 

enough that keep them in the analysis. 

Next, I did a validity test by running a regression analysis, to look for the relation between 

the constructs and a variable which is usually very significant and in a certain direction related 

with it. As in paragraph 2.1 was shown, the variable which most often showed a relation with 

people’s level of tolerance was people’s level of education. I used this variable to do a validity 

test.  

All research about the relation between level of education and level of tolerance has shown 

that there is a positive relation between them. Thus, if the result of the validity test would  be 

that there was a positive, significant relationship, between the construct and level of 

education, then the construct could be seen as valid. The constructs were measured by using 

the mean of the included items and in the regression analysis the constructs were the 

dependent variables and people’s level of education the independent variable.  

The results of the validity test were that all constructs are positively effected by level of 

education, and that they are all significant: for rights of immigrants who cause problems, the 

regression coefficient was .398, for opinion about anti-discrimination policies it was .125 and 

for immigrant as boss or family member it was .172. The p-value for all these relations was 

.000. This means that the hypothesis that I want to test, can be tested on all of these three 

constructs. In the final analysis, the measurement of the constructs will be the same as for this 

validity test, namely by taking the mean of the items that are included in it.  

To give an overview of the different average scores on these three constructs, I have 

included Graph 1. In this graph the score on each construct, ranging from 1 up to 5,  is given 

for all the countries that will be used in the analysis.  
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4.2  The independent variable   

My independent variable is intensity of the Holocaust. This variable has to measure the 

influence that the historical event of the Holocaust still has on nowadays’ population of 

European countries. There are, of course, many ways to measure this strength. For my 

research, I will use the percentage of the Jewish population of a country that was killed during 

the Holocaust. So, for example, as Austria had a total Jewish population of  60.000 before the 

beginning of Holocaust of whom 40.000 were killed, this country gets a score of 66,67. This 

means, concretely, that 66,67 percent of the Jews in Austria were killed during the Holocaust. 

And as there were also European countries in which the Holocaust did, for different reasons, 

not take place some countries will get a score of 0. The implication of this measurement is 

that the higher the percentage, the higher the intensity of the feelings of collective guilt about 

the Holocaust nowadays.  

I have chosen this construct because I think it tells the most about the intensity of the 

Holocaust. If one would only take the number of Jews that were killed to measure this 

variable, then it would not include anything about the proportions. This could imply that for a 

country in which 100.000 Jews were killed, and with a total Jewish population of 10.000.000, 

the memory of the Holocaust would be more intense than for a country in which 50.000 Jews, 

on a total Jewish population of 1.000.000, were killed. That would be not sensible, because it 

is the proportion instead of the absolute number that matters. That’s why I have chosen to 

look for the proportion of Jews that was killed.  

The data to create this variable come from a Dutch book about the Holocaust, called 

Kroniek der Jodenvervolging, which was written by Herzberg (1985). In this book, a table is 

given in which the proportion of Jews that was killed is calculated by dividing the number 

of Jews of a country that were killed during the Holocaust by the number of Jews that lived in 

the country in 1939, before the Holocaust started.17   

To give a clear overview about the differences in percentages of killed Jews per country, in 

Graph 2 these differences of all the countries that will be used for the analysis are shown. As 

one can see, six countries have a percentage of 0. This is not because the data for these 

countries are not available, but simply because the Holocaust did not take place over there.  

Furthermore, there are two countries for which the exact percentages of killed Jews were 

not available, as they were part of a larger country at the time the Holocaust took place, 

                                                 
17 These numbers do not give the exact number of Jews that were killed per country. First, because we do simply 
not know how many Jews were exactly killed per country. Second, because the numbers that are given in this 
book are almost all rounded off. 
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namely: Czech Republic, which was part of Czechoslovakia, and Slovenia, which was part of 

Yugoslavia. Therefore, I have picked the percentages of these larger countries to measure 

them. 

 

4.3       Control variables   

The control variables that I will add are deduced from the variables where I wrote about in 

section 2, as these are the factors that have proven to influence people’s level of tolerance. 

They can be split up into two categories: control variables on the micro level, which are 

related to individual respondents, and on the macro level, which are related to the countries 

that are present in the data set.  

 

4.3.1 Micro level 

For the micro level, I have 15 different variables that I want use for my analysis. As variables 

on the micro level must be bounded to a specific respondent, all these variables are from in 

the European Social Survey Round 1. On the next page, I will expound all these variables and 

explain how I measured them. 

- Age:  This variable is measured by taking the year in which the survey of the ESS was 

conducted, namely 2002, minus the year in which the respondent was born. This leads 

to a number, which is the age that the respondent became in 2002. 

- Sex:  Sex is simply measured by taking the gender variable from the data. If a 

respondent answered ‘0’ on this question then he or she is male, and if a respondent 

answered ‘1’ then he or she is a female. 

- Socio-economic status: Someone’s socio-economic status will be measured by the 

International Socio-Economic Index of Occupational Status (the ISEI). This index 

transfers the code that people with a certain profession have in the ESS into a system 

of codes, which makes it a hierarchical, comparable system. This hierarchical system 

is created by European citizens themselves, who have ranked all professions from 

‘low’ to ‘high’ status. As the information of people’s professions is unknown for a 

couple of countries, I have recoded this variable into 9 different dummies, so the 

information of these countries would not become lost. These dummies range from 1 to 

8, in which 1 means that a person has a very low occupational status and 8 is very 

high. For the people of which this information was unknown a special dummy, named 

‘sociounkown’, is created.  
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- Level of education: The variable to measure people’s level of education in the data 

has, also, got a lot of missings. Therefore, I have split this variable up into 4 dummies: 

a dummy for people with a low level of education, a dummy for people with an 

average level of education, a dummy for people with a high level of education and a 

dummy for all the respondent of which the score was unknown. 

- Income: The variable to measure a respondent’s income has also got a lot of missings. 

That’s why I have split this variable up into five dummies as well: four dummies for 

people ranging from ‘incomelow’ up to ‘incomehigh’ and a dummy for all the 

respondent of which the score was unknown. 

- Immigrants as friends: This variable is measured by an item with the question ‘Do you 

have any immigrant friends?’. On this question where three possible answers to give:, 

‘No, not at all’ (score 1), ‘Yes, a few’ (score 2) or ‘Yes, several’ (score 3). 

- Religiosity:  A respondent’s religiosity is measured by their answer to the question 

‘How religious are you?’, on which people could give an answer ranging from 0, 

which means not at all religious, and 10, which means very religious. 

- Religious practice: This is measured by taking the mean of two items, namely how 

often people pray and how often they attend to church. From this mean a number 

emerges, which ranges from 1 up to 7 (as both items were originally coded from 1 up 

to 7). In this range, 1 means that someone does bring a religion in practice very often 

while 7 means that he or she does it never. 

- General trust: General trust is measured by taking the mean of two items: people’s 

opinion about how far you can trust other people and about how often people try to 

take advantage of you. The mean of this measurement ranges from 0 up to 10. A score 

of ‘0’ means that people do not trust other people at all, while a score of ‘10’ that a 

person is highly trustful. 

- Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood: The ethnic diversity of someone’s neighbourhood 

is measured by the respondent’s answer to the question: ‘How many people from an 

ethnic minority live in your neighbourhood at the moment?’. This question had three 

possible answers: ‘Almost nobody’ (score 1), ‘Some’ (score 2) and ‘Many’ (score 3). 

- Domicile: This is measured by the respondent’s answer to the question in what kind of 

domicile he or she lives. The possible answering categories are: ‘Farm or home on the 

country side’ (score 1), ‘Country village’ (score 2), ‘A small city’ (score 3), ‘Suburbs 

of big city’ (score 4) and ‘A big city’ (score 5).  
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4.3.2 Macro level  

On the macro level, I only use two variables, namely GDP per capita and Proportion of 

immigrants. This means that some important factors on the macro level, that do influence 

people’s level of intolerance, will not be present in analyses. This is because I just use 21 

countries for my multilevel analysis and adding more macro levels to the analysis would 

decrease the power of it. I specifically choose these two variables because, as can be read in 

paragraph 2.2, research shows that these variables have a very significant effect on people’s 

level of intolerance.  

The information to measure the variable GDP per capita comes from the website from 

Eurostat, as the ESS does not contain any information about macro phenomena. The 

information of all the different GDP’s per country is recoded to a range, in which 100 is the 

average score. This implies that countries with a very high GDP get a score of around 150 and 

countries with a very low GDP around 50. Because the data for the ESS are conducted in 

2002, the scores for the country’s levels of GDP are also from this year. 

For the variable Proportion of immigrants the scores come from the website of the OECD, 

which stands for Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development. The statistics to 

measure this variable are conducted by dividing the number of immigrants in country by the 

number of its total population. So, a score of 20 on this variable, means that the population of 

this country consists for 20 percent of immigrants. The statistics to measure this variable are, 

of course, also from the year 2002. 
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5 Results 

In this section, I expound the results of my multilevel analyses. These are done in programme 

MLWin, where I tested the three specific hypotheses that I derived from the general 

hypothesis in Paragraph 3.5. 

The results for these three hypotheses are given in the form of a table. Every table consists 

of three models. Model 1 only shows the effect of the intensity of the Holocaust on the 

constructs. In Model 2 control variables on the micro level added and Model 3 shows the total 

analysis, that is: with the control variables on the micro as well as on the macro level 

included. 

The first table, Table 3, shows the results for the construct Rights of immigrants who cause 

problems. The most important result in this table is that there is a significant effect of the 

percentage of Jews that was killed per country and the way people think about immigrant who 

cause problems. Though, it is totally the other way around as was expected. The result is more 

significant in model 2 than in model 3, but it stays significant. So, this implies that the more 

Jews in a country were killed during the Holocaust, the less tolerant its population nowadays 

is towards immigrants who cause problems. 

Furthermore, from the control variables that show significant effects, Age, Socio-economic 

status, Level of education, General trust and GDP per capita are in the direction that one 

would expect from the literature. Sex also significantly determines people’s attitudes towards 

immigrants, but not as one would expect: males seem to be more tolerant than females, 

whereas former research found that females are more tolerant. 

At last, three variables, namely Immigrant as friend, Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood and 

Domicile, give indications for a verification of the contact hypothesis. The results on these 

variables namely suggest that the more often one has the opportunity to, or actually meets 

immigrants, he or she will become more tolerant towards immigrants who cause problems.18 

This is interesting because of the debate in the literature (see Paragraph 2.1), about the 

influence of meeting immigrants on people’s level of intolerance. 

Thenthe results for the second construct, Opinion about anti-discrimination policies. These 

results can be seen in Table 4. Unlike the results for the first construct, the results for this 

                                                 
18 For the variables Immigrant as friend and Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood the connection with the contact 
hypothesis is quite logical: both variables measure in some way how often people meet immigrants. For the 
variable Domicile this is less the case. But as most immigrants do live in cities in stead of on the countryside, it 
is very plausible that people who live in cities meet more immigrants than people who live on the countryside. 
Therefore, I think a positive correlation between this variable and the construct also gives an indication for the 
verification of the contact hypothesis. 
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construct do not show a significant effect of the percentage of Jews that was killed during the 

Holocaust. Though, there is a negative correlation between this variable and the construct, so 

if there would be a significant result, then this would sooner be in the direction opposite to 

what was expected in my hypothesis. 

The control variables Age, Sex, Socio-economic status, Level of education and General trust 

have a significant effect in the expected direction.19 Besides that, there is, again, some support 

for the contact hypothesis: the variables Immigrant as friend and Domicile have a positive 

effect on people’s level of tolerance.  

The result for Religiosity is not as expected, as according to this table the more religious 

people get, the more tolerant they become. This effect is the other way around as most 

research up to now has shown. 

Then, at last, there is one table left: Table 5. This table shows the results for the construct 

Immigrant as boss or family member. Again there is a negative relation between the 

percentage of Jews who were killed per country and the level of tolerance of nowadays’ 

population. And this time, as was also the case for the first construct, it is significant. It even 

gets more significant in model 3, where the level of significance increases from below .05 to 

.01.  

Furthermore, Age, Sex, Socio-Economic Status, Level of education, Religiosity, Practical 

religiosity
20 and General trust show significant effects in the expected direction.21 And while 

the results for the variables Immigrant as friend, Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood, Domicile 

and Proportion of immigrants all imply that more contact with immigrants leads to less 

problems if an immigrant would become their boss or family member, the contact hypothesis 

seems, again, to be verified. 

There is actually one control variable which shows a significant effect that is the contrary of 

earlier research findings. That is, the effect of GDP per capita: in paragraph 2.2 I stated that 

in most research a positive effect of this variable on people’s level of tolerance is found, while 

in Table 5 a negative effect is shown.  

To sum up all the results: the most important finding is that there is a negative influence on 

people’s level of tolerance of the Holocaust-variable for all the constructs, and for two of 

                                                 
19 For the variable Level of education this only partly true, as the results in Table 6 show that people who are 
secondary educated are more intolerant than people with only primary education. This is, of course, not as one 
would expect for the existing research, but just the other way around. 
20 For the good understanding: the variable Practical religiosity is coded in that way, that a high score on this 
variable means that a person never attends to church or prays. A high score on this variable does, therefore, 
imply that a person is not very religious. 
21 Again, for the variable Level of education this only partly true, as there seem to be no significant differences 
on this construct between people with primary and people with secondary education. 
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them this effect is significant. This implies that the more Jews were killed during the 

Holocaust, the less tolerant its population nowadays is towards immigrants. This is 

completely the contrary of what I expected. 

About the specific hypotheses that I derived for the three different constructs it can be said 

that they were not right: the influence of the Holocaust is the strongest on the variable 

Immigrant as boss or family member and the weakest on the variable Opinion about anti-

discrimination policies, as no significant effect was found. This is the opposite as I expected.  

On the other hand, this can also be named as a verification of these hypotheses, as the 

Holocaust seems to have the least negative effect on the variable Opinion about anti-

discrimination policies, although all relations were of course negative, and the most negative 

on Immigrant as boss or family member. This is, in some way, also a prove of the specific 

expectations I developed. 

Finally, most control variables show, if they are significant, the expected effect on the 

constructs. Only Sex, Religiosity and GDP per capita all once show a result in the other 

direction as was expected.  
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6  Conclusion & Future research 

Now the results are given, some conclusions can be made and some future research 

perspectives can be given. I split the conclusion up into two parts. In part 1, I try to explain 

the results that I got on the test of my general hypothesis. In part 2, I make some conclusions 

about new implications that could be derived from the results for the control variables. These 

parts can be read in Paragraph 6.1 and 6.2. Paragraph 6.3 is about future research. 

  

6.1 Conclusions on the general hypothesis 

As for all three constructs there is a negative effect of the Holocaust-variable on them, of 

which two are significant. So, the general hypothesis can not be verified.22 What can be 

reasons for this unexpected relationship? I think there can be three different perspectives to 

explain the results. 

First of all, it can be that the data do not exactly measure what I wanted to measure. For the 

dependent variable, Tolerance towards immigrants, this reasoning seems to be quite 

implausible as most of the control variables show the expected effects on the three constructs. 

This gives strong indications that all these three constructs are valid. Though, for the 

independent variable, intensity of the Holocaust, this can possibly be true. There are many 

ways to measure this intensity, and maybe the way it was done in this research was not a 

proper one. Therefore, it could be interesting to measure this intensity somewhat different in a 

next research to see if this would change the results.23 Maybe a broader measurement of the 

intensity of the Holocaust, in which not only the percentages of killed Jews but also 

differences in other anti-Jewish laws and policies could be included, would lead to other 

results. 

However, this reasoning is not very strong. It would have been a good argumentation if I 

had found no effect. But as the results actually show significant effects of the Holocaust-

variable on people’s level of tolerance, this variable in any case measures something which 

influences people’s attitudes towards immigrants. 

                                                 
22 It is, I think, not necessary to come up with any conclusions about the more specific hypotheses that I made in 
paragraph 3.5, because I already made conclusions about this in the Results-section. I could, of course, mention 
more about them, but I don’t think this is necesairry, as I have mentioned the most important points. Besides 
that, it was also not the main interest of this study. 
23 I have actually tested the hypothesis with one other measurement of this variable than the one I used in this 
research. This was the percentages of killed Jews separated by the total population of  a country before the 
Holocaust started. This measurement showed the same effects as the results of this research, that is a negative 
effect of people’s level of tolerance. Though, these effects were way more weaker and only significant for one 
construct. That’s why I did not present these results in this Bachelor thesis. 
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A second perspective to look at the results is to say that there actually is a positive effect of 

the impact of the Holocaust on people’s level of tolerance, but that this effect is not visible in 

the results. It could namely be the case that countries in which a lot of Jews were killed have 

been very intolerant towards all types of people with a different ethnic background, so Jews as 

well as immigrants. This historically constant form of intolerance would then have led to 

higher percentages of killed Jews, as people in countries with this high degrees of intolerance 

did not want to help Jews to hide for the Nazi’s. Or that people in these countries actually 

helped the Nazi’s by helping to find Jews. It could be that these countries were extremely 

intolerant towards immigrants during the Holocaust and that they have become more tolerant 

towards them afterwards. But as there was such a big gap between countries with a tolerant 

population and an intolerant population, this effect is not shown in the results. If there would 

exist longitudinal data sets, which measure people’s level of intolerance, in a lot of different 

European countries, from the 1940s up to now, this reasoning could be tested. But, 

unfortunately, there does not exist such a data set, so this can not be done. 

Finally, a third perspective - which is in my opinion the most plausible - to explain the 

results is one that is very close to the second perspective: countries with a high percentage of 

killed Jews had very intolerant populations during the Holocaust, which is one of the reasons 

that such a high percentage of Jews in these countries was killed, and these populations are 

still very intolerant. It could be that patterns of intolerance towards ethnic minorities and 

immigrants are historically rooted very deeply. This would imply that historical events do not 

have a very big influence on changes in these patterns and that they stay the same over 

decades and decades. Again, a longitudinal data set, with information about people’s level of 

intolerance from the 1940s up to now, could say something about this. 

 

6.2 Conclusions on the control variables 

What could be the conclusions if we look at the effects that were found for the control 

variables? I suggest that they can be split up into three parts: the conclusions that one would 

expect looking at other research about ethnic intolerance, conclusions that give implications 

for an ongoing debate and conclusions that not correspond with the existing literature (at least 

not on all the results of all constructs). 

The conclusions that one would expect, looking at other research on ethnic intolerance, 

form the biggest part. The results for the variables Age, Socio-economic status, Level of 

education, General trust and Practical religiosity are all or significant and in the right 

direction or not significant: the lower a person’s age and attendance to church (and other 
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religious practices), and the higher his or her socio-economic status, level of education and 

general trust, the higher his or her level of tolerance.  

The implications of an ongoing debate about effect of variables on someone’s level of 

tolerance, all refer to the question of having contact with immigrants: does it lead to a 

decrease or increase in tolerance? All the significant effects of variables that have to do 

something with this debate – these are: Immigrant as friend, Ethnic diversity of neigborhood, 

Domicile and Proportion of immigrants – show a positive effect of contact with immigrants 

on people’s attitudes towards them. So, this study gives strong implications for a verification 

of the contact hypothesis and, as consequence of that, of a falsification of the conflict 

hypothesis. 

Then, at last, the variables that show some mixed effects: Sex, Religiosity and GDP per 

capita. These variables show in at least for one of the constructs an effect in the expected 

direction, but all of them also once show an effect in the unexpected direction. This is 

surprising, because in the existing research for the effect of these variables there seem to be 

two options: they have no effect or they have an effect, which is always in the same direction. 

It is hard to discover why this is not always the case in this research. But it is of importance to 

conclude that it shows that men are not always more intolerant than women, that religious 

people are not always less tolerant than non-religious people and that a higher GDP per capita 

can also lead to lower levels of tolerance in a country. 

 

6.3 Future research 

Although this research did not result into a verification of the hypothesis, it has actually 

shown the importance of historical factors, or traditions, on European people’s attitudes 

towards immigrants. This opens perspectives for new research on this topic: more research on 

historical factors and on the influence of the Holocaust. 

As this research shows that people’s attitudes are not only constructed by factors in the 

social reality of the present, such as the neighbourhood they live in or the economic situation 

in their country, but that they are also influenced by historical factors it is interesting to 

examine which these factors are, and why they have an effect. Such an historical factor can be 

an event, such as the Holocaust, but also a cultural tradition. As I suggested in Paragraph 6.1, 

it can be that specific historical factors do not really influence people’s attitudes towards 

immigrants, but that people are more influenced by their countries cultural traditions, which 

stay constant over the years.  
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Research in the future could focus on both types of historical factors. An interesting 

research question for the influence of specific historical factors could be to find out whether 

the idea of Scheffer (2007), about the influence of colonialism on cultural relativism, can be 

empirically verified. This could, for example, be done in the same way as this research, by 

coupling data about the impact of the colonial history of European countries to the attitudes 

that people nowadays have towards immigrants. 

For the research to cultural traditions of intolerance towards immigrants, it could be 

interesting to look for longitudinal data about people’s attitudes towards immigrants over the 

years in different countries. If these attitudes stay constant over the years, then it would be 

interesting to find out what makes that such a cultural tradition comes up and what makes that 

it stays stable.  

Research on the topic of the influence of the Holocaust could focus on several questions, 

such as: why is there – as my results suggest – a negative relation between the impact of the 

Holocaust and people’s level of tolerance? Or: are there differences in effects on people’s 

level of tolerance when the impact of the Holocaust is measured with a couple of different 

constructs? 

And, finally, the research on the impact of the Holocaust on people’s attitudes could be 

expanded by not only looking at levels of intolerance towards immigrants, but also on other 

attitudes that could be influenced by it, such as ideas about disobedient behaviour of civil 

servants or freedom of religion. 
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8  Appendix A: Tables and graphs 

 

Table 1: Factor analysis for the measurement of dependent variable 

Question/Item Factor 

1 

Factor 

2 

Factor 

3 

If immigrants are long term unemployed they should be made 

to leave 

.528   

If immigrants commit a serious crime they should be made to 

leave 

.767   

If immigrants commit any crime they should be made to leave .812   
Would you mind if an immigrant, from a different ethnic group 

than the majority, was appointed as your boss? 

 .877  

Would you mind if an immigrant, from a different ethnic group 

than the majority, married to a close relative? 

 .831  

A law against ethnic discrimination in the workplace is good 

for the country 

  .853 

A law against promoting racial or ethnic hatred is good for the 

country 

  .866 

 

 

Table 2: Summary of all the variables  

Variable name Range Mean/Prop

ortion 

Standard 

Deviation 

Independent variable 

Intensity of the Holocaust 
 
0-89.23 

 
40.18 

 
35.71 

Dependent variable 

Rights of immigrants who cause 
problems 

 
1-5 

 
2.44 

 
.95 

Opinion about anti-
discrimination policies 

1-5 3.83 1.12 

Immigrant as boss or family 
member 

1-5 3.64 1.27 

Control variables: micro level 

Age 
 
13-109 

 
46 

 
18 

Sex 0/1 1.36  
Socio-economic status 
  Low 

 
0/1 

 
.27 

 

  Middlelow  0/1 .30  
  Middlehigh  0/1 .26  
  High  0/1 .03  
  Unknown  0/1 .14  
Level of education 
  Primary 

 
0/1 

 
.19 

 

  Secondary 0/1 .58  
  Tertiary 0/1 .17  
  Unknown  0/1 .06  
Income    
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  Low 0/1 .19 
  Middlelow 0/1 .26  
  Middlehigh 0/1 .17  
  High 0/1 .06  
  Unknown 0/1 .32  
Immigrant as friend 1-3 2.38 .730 
Religiosity 0-10 4.96 2.95 
Practical religiosity 1-7 4.89 1.84 
General trust 0-10 5.31 2.17 
Ethnic diveristy of 
neighbourhood  

1-3 1.59 .662 

Domicile 1-5 2.97 1.194 

Control variables: macro level 

GDP per capita 
 

47.60 – 234.10 

 

117.1490 

 

36.516 
Proportion of immigrants 2.40 – 33.20 8.9272 6.695 

 

 

Table 3: Results for the construct Rights of immigrants who cause problems 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Intercept 2.615 (.097)***  2.025 (.085)*** 1.550 (.186)*** 

Intensity of the Holocaust  -.179 (.002)*  -.107 (.001)**  -.071 (.001)* 

Control variables on the micro level    
  Age   -.108 (.000)***  -.108 (.000)*** 

  Sex   -.038 (.009)***  -.038 (.009)*** 

  Socio-economic status (ref. Low)    
    Middelow    .012 (.012)   .012 (.012) 
    Middlehigh    .102 (.013)***   .102 (.013)*** 

    High    .206 (.027)***   .206 (.027)*** 

    Unkown    .098 (.015)***   .098 (.015)*** 

  Level of education (ref. Primary)    

    Secondary    .035 (.014)*   .035 (.014)* 

    Tertiary    .324 (.018)***   .324 (.018)*** 

    Unknown    .046 (.060)   .047 (.059) 
  Income (ref. Low)     

    Middlelow   -.011 (.014)  -.012 (.014) 
    Middlehigh   -.001 (.017)  -.003 (.017) 
    High    .000 (.022)  -.002 (.022) 
    Unknown   -.035 (.015)  -.035 (.015) 
  Immigrant as friend    .140 (.007)***   .140 (.007)*** 

  Religiosity    .003 (.002)   .003 (.002) 
  Practical religiosity   -.007 (.004)  -.009 (.004) 
  General trust    .130 (.002)***   .130 (.002)*** 

  Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood    .020 (.007)***   .020 (.007)*** 

  Domicile     .033 (.004)***   .033 (.004)*** 

Control variables on the macro level    
  GDP per capita     .146 (.002)* 

  Proportion of immigrants   -.030 (.010) 

* P <0.05; **P <0.01; ***P <0.001.  
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Table 4: Results for the construct Opinion about anti-discrimination policies 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Intercept  3.573 (.081)***  3.251 (.104)***  3.524 (.235)*** 

Intensity of the Holocaust  -.071 (.002)  -.071 (.002)  -.071 (.002) 
Control variables on the micro level    
  Age   -.126 (.000)***  -.126 (.000)*** 

  Sex    .037 (.015)*   .037 (.015)* 

  Socio-economic status (ref. Low)    
    Middelow    .052 (.019)**   .052 (.019)** 

    Middlehigh    .104 (.022)**   .104 (.022)** 

    High    .224 (.044)***   .224 (.044)*** 

    Unkown    .024 (.025)   .024 (025) 
  Level of education (ref. Primary)    

    Secondary   -.066 (.023)**  -.066 (.023)** 

    Tertiary    .221 (.030)***   .221 (.030)*** 

    Unknown    .072 (.096)   .077 (.095) 
  Income (ref. Low)    
    Middlelow   -.033 (.024)  -.032 (.024) 
    Middlehigh   -.040 (.028)  -.039 (.028) 
    High   -.018 (.037)  -.017 (.037) 
    Unknown   -.063 (.025)  -.063 (.025) 
  Immigrant as friend     .097 (.011)***   .091 (.011)*** 

  Religiosity     .024 (.003)*   .024 (.003)* 

  Practical religiosity     .017 (.006)   .017 (.006) 
  General trust     .089 (.004)***   .089 (.004)*** 

  Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood     .001 (.012)   .001 (.012) 
  Domicile      .031 (.006)***   .031 (.006)*** 

Control variables on the macro level    
  GDP per capita    -.110 (.002) 
  Proportion of immigrants     .054 (.012) 

* P <0.05; **P <0.01; ***P <0.001.  

 

 

Table 5: Results for the construct Immigrant as boss or family member 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Intercept  3.510 (.105)***  2.517 (.111)***  2.838 (.225)*** 

Intensity of the Holocaust   -.143 (.002)*   -.071 (.002)*   -.107 (.001)** 

Control variables on the micro level    
  Age    -.216 (.000)***   -.216 (.000)*** 

  Sex     .110 (.015)***    .110 (.015)*** 

  Socio-economic status (ref. Low)    
    Middelow     .075 (.020)**    .074 (.020)** 

    Middlehigh     .166 (.023)***    .166 (.023)*** 

    High     .278 (.046)***    .278 (.046)*** 

    Unkown    -.054 (.026)   -.054 (.026) 
  Level of education (ref. Primary)    
    Secondary     .038 (.024)   .038 (.024) 
    Tertiary     .299 (.031)***   .299 (.031)*** 
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    Unknown     .187 (.100)   .213 (.098) 
  Income (ref. Low)    
    Middlelow    -.028 (.025)  -.027 (.025) 
    Middlehigh    -.035 (.029)  -.035 (.029) 
    High    -.011 (.039)  -.011 (.039) 
    Unknown    -.013 (.026)  -.014 (0.26) 
  Immigrant as friend     .274 (.011)***   .274 (.011)*** 

  Religiosity    -.032 (.004)*  -.032 (.004)* 

  Practical religiosity     .063 (.006)***   .063 (.006)*** 

  General trust     .152 (.004)***   .154 (.004)*** 

  Ethnic diversity of neighbourhood     .024 (.012)**   .024 (.012)** 

  Domicile      .050 (.007)***   .050 (.007)*** 

Control variables on the macro level    
  GDP per capita    -.183 (.002)* 

  Proportion of immigrants     .214 (.012)** 

* P <0.05; **P <0.01; ***P <0.001.  

 

 

 

Graph 1: Average scores on the three constructs of intolerance towards immigrants per 

country 
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Graph 2: Overview of percentages of Jews killed during the Holocaust per country
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9 Appendix B: Syntax  

*SYNTAX FOR BACHELOR THESIS. 
 
*Leaving out Israël. 
RECODE cntry ('AT' 'BE' 'CH' 'CZ' 'DE' 'DK' 'ES' 'FI' 'FR' 'GB' 'GR' 'HU' 'IE' 'IT' 'LU' 'NL' 
'NO' 'PL' 'PT' 'SE' 'SI' =1) ('IL'=0) INTO filterisr. 
VARIABLE LABELS  filterisr 'Filter Israel'. 
EXECUTE. 
 
USE ALL. 
COMPUTE filter_$=(filterisr = 1). 
VARIABLE LABEL filter_$ 'filterisr = 1 (FILTER)'. 
VALUE LABELS filter_$ 0 'Not Selected' 1 'Selected'. 
FORMAT filter_$ (f1.0). 
FILTER BY filter_$. 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
 
*Making construct for the independent variable: Hol. 
RECODE cntry ('AT'=66.67) ('BE'=40) ('CH'=0) ('CZ'=83.33) ('DE'=83.33) ('DK'=0.75) 
('ES'=0)  
    ('FI'=0.35) ('FR'=43.33) ('GB'=0) ('GR'=80) ('HU'=49.63) ('IE'=0) ('IL'=0) ('IT'=20) 
('LU'=20)  
    ('NL'=78.57) ('NO'=50) ('PL'=89.23) ('PT'=0) ('SE'=0) ('SI'=86.67) INTO Hol. 
VARIABLE LABELS Hol 'Number of Jews killed during Holocaust/Number of Jews in 
country before Holocaust'. 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
 
*Making the constructs for the dependent variable. 
 
*Computing items of independent variabele before doing a factor analysis. 
RECODE imdetbs imdetmr (10=1) (9=1.4) (8=1.8) (7=2.2) (6=2.6) (5=3) (4=3.4) (3=3.8) 
(2=4.2) (1=4.6)  
    (0=5). 
RECODE lwdscwp lwpeth (0=1) (1=1.4) (2=1.8) (3=2.2) (4=2.6) (5=3) (6=3.4) (7=3.8) 
(8=4.2) (9=4.6) (10=5). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Factor analysis. 
FACTOR 
  /VARIABLES imunplv imscrlv imacrlv imdetbs imdetmr lwdscwp lwpeth 
  /MISSING LISTWISE  
  /ANALYSIS imunplv imscrlv imacrlv imdetbs imdetmr lwdscwp lwpeth  
  /PRINT INITIAL EXTRACTION ROTATION 
  /FORMAT BLANK(.30) 
  /PLOT EIGEN 
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  /CRITERIA FACTORS(3) ITERATE(25) 
  /EXTRACTION PAF 
  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 
  /ROTATION PROMAX(4) 
  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 
 
*Making the three constructs. 
compute tolerance1 = MEAN(imunplv, imscrlv, imacrlv). 
execute. 
 
compute tolerance2 = MEAN(lwdscwp, lwpeth). 
execute. 
 
compute tolerance3 = MEAN(imdetbs, imdetmr). 
execute. 
 
*Reliability check. 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=imunplv imscrlv imacrlv 
  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL 
  /MODEL=ALPHA 
  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 
 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=lwdscwp lwpeth 
  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL 
  /MODEL=ALPHA 
  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 
 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=imdetbs imdetmr 
  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL 
  /MODEL=ALPHA 
  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 
 
*Validity check for constructs. 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT edulvl 
  /METHOD=ENTER tolerance1. 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
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  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT edulvl 
  /METHOD=ENTER tolerance2. 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN  
  /DEPENDENT edulvl 
  /METHOD=ENTER tolerance3. 
 
*Creating information for table about tolerance-scales. 
SORT CASES  BY cntry. 
SPLIT FILE SEPARATE BY cntry. 
 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=tolerance1 tolerance2 tolerance3 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX. 
 
SPLIT FILE OFF. 
 
 
 
*Changing the controle-variables on the micro-level. 
 
*Making the right list of socio-economic status. 
recode iscoco (1000=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1100=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1110=77) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1120=77) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1130=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1140=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1141=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1142=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1143=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1200=68) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1210=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1220=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1221=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1222=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1223=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1224=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1225=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1226=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1227=87) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1228=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1229=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1230=61) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1231=69) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (1232=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1233=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1234=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1235=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1236=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1237=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1239=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1240=58) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1250=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1251=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1252=60) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1300=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1310=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1311=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1312=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1313=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1314=49) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1315=44) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1316=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1317=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1318=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (1319=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2000=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2100=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2110=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2111=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2112=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2113=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2114=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2120=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2121=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2122=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2130=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2131=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2132=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2139=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2140=73) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2141=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2142=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2143=68) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2144=68) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2145=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2146=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2147=67) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2148=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2149=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2200=80) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2210=78) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2211=77) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2212=77) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (2213=79) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2220=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2221=88) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2222=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2223=83) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2224=74) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2229=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2230=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2300=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2310=77) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2320=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2321=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2322=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2330=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2331=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2332=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2340=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2350=66) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2351=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2352=70) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2359=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2400=68) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2410=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2411=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2412=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2419=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2420=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2421=85) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2422=90) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2429=82) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2430=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2431=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2432=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2440=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2441=78) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2442=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2443=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2444=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2445=71) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2446=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2450=61) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2451=65) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2452=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2453=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2454=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2455=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (2460=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3000=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3100=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3110=49) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (3111=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3112=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3113=46) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3114=46) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3115=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3116=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3117=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3118=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3119=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3120=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3121=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3122=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3123=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3130=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3131=48) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3132=57) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3133=57) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3139=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3140=57) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3141=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3142=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3143=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3144=69) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3145=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3150=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3151=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3152=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3200=48) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3210=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3211=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3212=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3213=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3220=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3221=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3222=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3223=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3224=60) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3225=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3226=60) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3227=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3228=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3229=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3230=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3231=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3232=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3240=49) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3241=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3242=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3300=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3310=38) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (3320=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3330=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3340=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3400=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3410=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3411=61) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3412=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3413=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3414=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3415=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3416=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3417=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3419=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3420=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3421=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3422=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3423=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3429=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3430=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3431=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3432=59) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3433=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3434=61) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3439=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3440=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3441=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3442=57) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3443=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3444=46) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3449=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3450=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3451=55) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3452=56) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3460=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3470=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3471=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3472=64) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3473=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3474=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3475=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (3480=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4000=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4100=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4110=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4111=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4112=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4113=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4114=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4115=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4120=51) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (4121=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4122=51) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4130=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4131=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4132=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4133=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4140=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4141=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4142=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4143=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4144=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4190=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4200=49) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4210=48) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4211=53) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4212=46) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4213=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4214=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4215=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4220=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4221=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4222=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (4223=52) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5000=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5100=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5110=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5111=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5112=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5113=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5120=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5121=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5122=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5123=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5130=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5131=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5132=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5133=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5139=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5140=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5141=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5142=19) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5143=54) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5149=19) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5150=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5151=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5152=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5160=47) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5161=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5162=50) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5163=40) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (5164=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5169=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5200=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5210=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5220=43) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (5230=37) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6000=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6100=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6110=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6111=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6112=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6113=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6114=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6120=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6121=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6122=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6123=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6124=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6129=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6130=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6131=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6132=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6133=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6134=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6140=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6141=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6142=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6150=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6151=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6152=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6153=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6154=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6200=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (6210=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7000=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7100=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7110=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7111=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7112=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7113=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7120=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7121=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7122=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7123=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7124=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7129=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7130=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7131=19) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7132=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7133=31) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (7134=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7135=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7136=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7137=37) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7140=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7141=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7142=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7143=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7200=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7210=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7211=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7212=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7213=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7214=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7215=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7216=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7220=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7221=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7222=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7223=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7224=24) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7230=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7231=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7232=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7233=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7234=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7240=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7241=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7242=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7243=41) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7244=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7245=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7300=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7310=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7311=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7312=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7313=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7320=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7321=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7322=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7323=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7324=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7330=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7331=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7332=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7340=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7341=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7342=40) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7343=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7344=40) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (7345=37) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7346=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7400=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7410=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7411=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7412=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7413=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7414=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7415=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7416=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7420=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7421=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7422=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7423=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7424=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7430=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7431=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7432=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7433=45) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7434=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7435=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7436=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7437=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7440=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7441=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7442=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7500=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7510=42) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7520=39) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (7530=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8000=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8100=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8110=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8111=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8112=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8113=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8120=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8121=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8122=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8123=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8124=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8130=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8131=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8139=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8140=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8141=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8142=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8143=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8150=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8151=35) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (8152=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8153=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8154=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8155=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8159=35) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8160=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8161=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8162=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8163=33) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8170=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8171=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8172=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8200=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8210=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8211=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8212=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8220=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8221=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8222=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8223=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8224=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8229=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8230=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8231=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8232=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8240=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8250=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8251=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8252=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8253=38) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8260=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8261=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8262=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8263=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8264=24) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8265=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8266=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8269=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8270=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8271=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8272=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8273=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8274=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8275=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8276=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8277=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8278=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8279=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8280=31) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8281=30) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (8282=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8283=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8284=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8285=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8286=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8290=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8300=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8310=36) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8311=41) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8312=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8320=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8321=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8322=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8323=30) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8324=34) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8330=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8331=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8332=26) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8333=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8334=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8340=32) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (8400=24) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9000=20) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9100=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9110=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9111=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9112=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9113=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9120=28) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9130=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9131=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9132=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9133=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9140=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9141=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9142=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9150=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9151=25) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9152=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9153=27) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9160=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9161=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9162=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9200=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9210=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9211=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9212=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9213=16) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9300=23) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9310=21) into socioecstatus. 
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recode iscoco (9311=21) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9312=21) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9313=21) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9320=20) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9321=20) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9322=24) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9330=29) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9331=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9332=22) into socioecstatus. 
recode iscoco (9333=30) into socioecstatus. 
 
*Making new category in socio-economic status variable. 'Unknown' for all the system 
missings. 
RECODE socioecstatus (MISSING=2). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making dummies for second category socio-economic status, because of system missings in 
a couple of countries. 
compute soc1 = (socioecstatus >= 11) AND (socioecstatus <31). 
compute soc2 = (socioecstatus >= 31) AND (socioecstatus < 51). 
compute soc3 = (socioecstatus >= 51) AND (socioecstatus < 71). 
compute soc4 = (socioecstatus >= 71) AND (socioecstatus < 91). 
compute socunkown = (socioecstatus = 2). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making a new category in level of education variable. 'Unkown' for all the system missings. 
RECODE edulvl (MISSING=10). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making dummies for level of education variable, because of system missing in a couple of 
countries. 
compute educprimary = (edulvl < 2). 
compute educsecondary = (edulvl >= 2) AND (edulvl < 5). 
compute eductertiary = (edulvl >= 5) AND (edulvl < 7). 
compute educunknown = (edulvl >= 7) AND (edulvl < 11). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Creating the age-variable. 
COMPUTE age=2002 - yrbrn. 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Creating sex variable. 
RECODE gndr (1=0) (2=1) (ELSE=SYSMIS) INTO sex. 
VARIABLE LABELS  sex 'sex'. 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making a new category in income variabele. 'Unkown' for all the system missings. 
RECODE hinctnt (MISSINGS = 22). 
EXECUTE. 
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*Making dummies for income variable, because of system missings in a couple of countries. 
compute incomelow = (hinctnt < 5). 
compute incomemiddlelow = (hinctnt >= 5) AND (hinctnt < 8). 
compute incomemiddelhigh = (hinctnt >= 8) AND (hinctnt < 10).  
compute incomehigh = (hinctnt >= 10) AND (hinctnt < 13). 
compute incomeunkown = (hinctnt > 20) AND (hinctnt < 100). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Recoding having immigrants as friends. 
RECODE imgfrnd (1=3) (2=2) (3=1). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Constructing the variable practicalreligiosity. 
compute practicalreligiosity= MEAN(rlgatnd, pray). 
 
*Recoding practicalreligiosity. 
RECODE practicalreligiosity (7=1) (6=2) (5=3) (4=4) (3=5) (2=6) (1=7). 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Constructing the variable generalized trust. 
compute generaltrust= MEAN(ppltrst, pplfair). 
 
*Recoding domicil. 
RECODE domicil (5=1) (4=2) (3=3) (2=4) (1=5). 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
 
*Making control variables for the macro level. 
 
*Making GDP per capita variable. 
RECODE cntry ('AT'=125.1) ('BE'=123.5) ('CH'=141.0) ('CZ'=70.2) ('DE'=116.6) 
('DK'=127.8) ('ES'=98.1)  
    ('FI'=115.7) ('FR'=115.7) ('GB'=119.8) ('GR'=86.5) ('HU'=58.8) ('IE'=132.6) ('IL'=0) 
('IT'=117.8) ('LU'=234.1)  
    ('NL'=133.7) ('NO'=161.1) ('PL'=47.6) ('PT'=77.3) ('SE'=121.4) ('SI'=141.0) INTO GDP. 
VARIABLE LABELS GDP 'GDP per capita'. 
EXECUTE. 
 
*Making Proportion of immigrants variable. 
RECODE cntry ('AT'=10.5) ('BE'=10.3) ('CH'=21.9) ('CZ'=4.22) ('DE'=12.5) ('DK'=5.8) 
('ES'=4.9)  
    ('FI'=2.6) ('FR'=7.4) ('GB'=7.9) ('GR'=2.9) ('HU'=2.9) ('IE'=8.7) ('IL'=0) ('IT'=2.4) 
('LU'=33.2)  
    ('NL'=10.1) ('NO'=6.8) ('PL'=3.3) ('PT'=5.1) ('SE'=11.3) ('SI'=10.8) INTO propim. 
VARIABLE LABELS propim 'Proportion of immigrants'. 
EXECUTE. 
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*Making a descriptions table for all the variables that will be used. 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES= hol age sex socio1 socio2 socio3 socio4 socio5 socio6 
socio7 socio8 sociounknown  
    educprimary educsecondary eductertiary educunknown incomelow incomemiddlelow 
incomemiddelhigh incomehigh incomeunkown  
    imgfrnd rlgdgr practicalreligiosity generaltrust acetalv domicil GDP propim 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX. 
 
 
 
*Preparing for MlWIN test. 
RECODE hol age sex socio1 socio2 socio3 socio4 socio5 socio6 socio7 socio8 sociounknown  
    educprimary educsecondary eductertiary educunknown incomelow incomemiddlelow 
incomemiddelhigh incomehigh incomeunkown  
    imgfrnd rlgdgr practicalreligiosity generaltrust acetalv domicil GDP propim 
(MISSING=99). 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


